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LAS VEGA8 DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

OBTAIN PEACE
SOON

for $50,000 each on account of deatn.
The hoard can entertain no claims
for damages sustained hy Americans
in Mexico, a fact which has led to
considerable misunderstanding. It is
the intention of the board to repair
to Texas to take testimony, probably
at El Paso, about October 10.

BOTH

.

OF BETRAYAL

A

1VE

DISCLOSED

Oaxaca, Mex., Sept. 25. After a
sharp fight with a squad of Indians DEPUTIES AND MINERS AT BING- MURDER OF MRS. THEODORSON
at Huayapan, near Texaea, General
IN SALT LAKE BRINGS
HAM LIE ON THEIR
of the federal
Rivera, commander
OUt FACTS.
ARMS.
forces, reported that bodies of 32 Indians were found on the field. Genown loss as
HER BUSBAKO WAS INHUMAN
AMNESTY eral Rivera givels his
TSJKOWING FAST
two killed. The Indians were driven

EMI

IS

PART OF 'LOOT FROM EL TIGRI
DISTRICT RETURNED TO
,
OWNERS.
Mexico City, Mex,, Sept. 25. A
new movement to obtain peace In
today
northern Mexico was made
when President Madero and his cabinet instructed the minister of war
to offer amnesty to the followers of
Fascual Orozeo, the rebel leader.
Stringent measures such as the
government's suspension of constitutional guarantees and execution of
numerous rebels failed to have the
deterrent effect expected hy the gov-

IT S BELIEVED THAT TROUBLE
,
Rebels Shot From Ambush.
WILL BREAK OUT
Cuernavaca, Mex., Sept. 25. AmSOON.,
bushed at Ojo de Agua, Captain
and seven of his 30 soldiers
were killed by rebels yesterday. On SHARPSHOOTERS TO ASSIST!
receipt of the' news here Senorita
Sofia
an actress and
Moneadia,
CONCEALED
sweetheart of Bscobedo, committed THEY WILL LIE
CAN
ASSIST
THEY
WHERE
suicide.
STRIKE BREAKERS.
QUIET IN NICARAGUA
Washington, Sept. 25. A published
Bingham, Utah, Sept. 25. Despite
reixrt from Panama that 25 American active preparations for a war another
bluejackets had been killed at Leon, day has progressed so far peacefully,
Nicaragua, in an encounter with 40 but an undercurrent of unrest is berebels, was .discredited today by offi
coming noticeable among the striking
cials of the navy and marine corps
copper miners who demand more pay
The Iaat dispatch from Central Amany recognition of their union.
erica, received at the navy departThe announcement try the county
ment shortly fitter noon, was from commissioners that fire arms were to
Rear Admiral Southerland, in com be taken
away from the miners led
mand of the American forces in Nic this
morning to open declarations-o- n
aragua and reported the situation the streets that "there will be shoot.
....
quiet.
ing before the act is accomplished.""

ernment. The revolution in the north,
which two months ago was confined
OF
principally to the state of Chihuahua, has spread to Sonora, Coahuila,
and other states.
KIRS, SNEEO IS BEAD
Only yesterday President Madero
asked congress for an appropriation
of twenty million pesos, or a loan auCOURT ADMITS AS TESTIMINY
thorization, admitting there was less
LETTERS TO AND FROM
naIn
the
than thirty million pesos
A. G. BOYCE, JR.
tional treasury. The national govGeneral
that
ernment Is convinced
Amarilla, Tex., Sept. 25. Despite
Higinio Aguilar, of the regular army, strenuous
objection of the prosecu
the
from
who recently disappeared
tion the correspondence betweeai
Mrs. Lena Sneed and Al G. Boyce
of rebels operating between Puebla
for two weeks immediately preceding
the shooting were today admitted
Stolen Gold is Returned
into evidence at the request of the
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 25. Five bars defense.
W. B. Steele of Dallas,
of bullion weighing 750 pounds were Texas, told of the various places of
returned to the El Tigre Mining residence of Jrs. Sneed fluring
company today hy Juan Gonzales, a sneeas trial at Fort worth ana subwood cutter, according to a message sequently.'
from Lester R. Buddrow, superintend
Len Boyce, brother of Al G. Boyce,
ent of the mine. The bullion was with whose murder John Beal Sneel
part of the loot taken from the mine Is charged, . was the first witness
by Salazar's rebels and Is worth called in today's hearing of the habnearly $5,000. The Mexican report- eas corpus proceedings.
After identied that he had found the silver In fying his brother's handwriting, the
Santa Maria canyon, 10 miles from witness said he had written to Al G.
El Tigre, and It is believed that the Boyce In Fort Worth during July of
other 16 bars taken by Salazar this year under the names of "Johnare cached somewhere in that vicin- son" and "Oldsby. '
John Pace of Clayton, N. M.,
ity.
The first passenger train operated brother-in-laof Mrs. Sneed, testiover the Nacozarl line for more than fied to his receiving letters for Mrs.
two weeks left Nacozarl early today Sneed under her own- and under othand was expected to reach here this er names after the trial of Sneed for
It carried no guard of killing the elder Boyce at Fort
afternoon.
troops, but federals are protecting Worth.
the line at all points which have been
threatened by rebels.
Couple Had Lived Together.
Calvert, Tex., Sept. 25. Mrs. Lena
Terrazas Says He Is Loyal.
Sneed, whose elopement 'with Albert
e
Los Angeles,
Sept.. 25 General Boyce, Jr., started the
Luis Terrazas, Sr., formerly governor feud, is living on the Sneed ranch, a
of the Mexican state of Chihuahua few miles from here. Sneed was with
and regarded as one of the most in her until ten days ago when he went
fluential and wealthy citizens of to Amarlllo where he killed Boyce.

COiESPOMCE

Sneed-Hoyc-

Mexico, now living on American soil,
issued a statement today denying
that he had in any way encouraged a
revolution, either that of Madero or
that of Orozeo, or any other, in his

native land, as he stated he had been
accused in press dispatches from El
Paso, Texas, of having done.
The denial was given to the public,
through the senatorial committee
now holding an investigation here as
to the alleged relation of American
capital to the Mexican disturbances.
The statement was dated at Long
where General
California,
Beach,
TeTrazas has a temporary residence
and where he has been til of late.
To Pay Damages to Americans.

Washington, Sept. 25. The 'miliKer-natary board headed by Colonel
assistant to the adjutant generasal, charged by congress with an
certainment of the damages Inflicted uion American citizens by shots
line
, filling on the north boundary
Mexin
revolution
Madero
the
.ling
to meet in Wash
ico, has been called
So
week.
far, In answer
next
ington
to the hoard's advertisement for the
presentiUion of claims, only four of
these have been received, two being

PROGRESSIVE
A RELIGIOUS

PARTY

'iQYHIENT

The fifty sharpshooters selected
last night from among the deputies
have not yet been posted on the hill
commanding the main workings of
the Utah Copper company. When
they are it is the general opinion that
this will be the signal ' for an at
tempt to resume work.
The strike leaders are still trying
to obtain a conference with General
Manager D. C. Jackling of the Utah
Copper company, but with little hopie
Both sides stand firm
of success.
'. m
in their demands.

CITY EDITION

A

REVISION OF

.

Little Rock, Ark,, Sept. 25. "I feel
as if I had been in a crusade," said
Colonel Roosevelt - today.
Coming
with his trip
Into the Old Soutu
through the west at an end, he said
he felt that he had been well repaid
At the
for his western campaign.
bottom, Colonel Roosevelt continued,
the progressive movement was a religious one. He said that one of the
things that had impressed him most
was the singing of "Onward Christian Soldiers" at meetings which he
addressed.
"It is pretty hard vto Improve on
the Bible," he said. "All we are trying to do in this twentieth century
is to apply the old injunction to do
unto others as you would have them
do unto you."
-

The republican national headquarters declared today that this interview
was authentic.
ROOSEVELT

IN

INVADE

RIVALS

COh'ilCllIT

ARKANSAS.

Little Rock, Ark., Sept. 25. Issues
of the political campaign were tern
porarily laid aside by Theodore
TODAY
Roosevelt when he spoke here before
the convention of the LakesJto-the- 'Gulf Deep Waterways association.
IF
PRESIDENT STATES,
WOODROW
WILSON
ELECTED, '
There was no hint of partisan poli
HE WILL MAKE PRICES
DOCTRINE
THE
OF
ColRock's
tics in Little
ireception to
DROP

ASSERTS

ESS

POSITION

ATTEMPTED TO SELL HER INTO
LIFE OF WHITE

TELLS THE PUBLIC IN AN INTERVIEW JUST WHERE HE

SLAVERY.

STANDS

GREEK

LOVED

HER

DEARLY

LEARNING HE COULD NOT WED
HER HE KILLED WOMAN
AND HIMSELF.

(Salt Lake

City,

25

Sept.

The

murder early this morning of Mrs.
Mary Theodorson, followed by the
suicide of a Greek, Thomas Tiliogus,
brought out a pitiful story of betray-la- l
and mistreatment. Mrs. ;Emily
Whitmer, the girl's mother, relates
that she was employed in a restaurant at Ogden where she met and
was married to James Theodorson
18 months ago. With his bride, not
yet 18 years old, Mrs. Whitmer says,
Theodorson moved to New Mexico
and then to Denver where an attempt
was made to sell Mrs .Tbeodoraon
into white slavery and' the husband
was sentenced to prison.
Mrs. Theodorson was going to the
homo of her mother from a Greek
coffee house in which she was employed after her return to Salt Lake,
accompanied
by her brother-in-law- ,
'

'

ROOSEVELT OAS DONE

CRACY
onel Roosevelt.
Democratic officials
joined with progressives in the welcome.
Colonel Roosevelt's addrese
JOHNSON MAKES SPEECHES
t
was devoted in the main to the
of deep waterways although he
referred to some of the broader is- PROGRESSIVE CANDIDATE TELLS
sues of his campaign.
ABOUT MERITS OF HIS
bud-flee-

PARTY
SPRINGS A LEAK.
Hagerman, N. M., Sept. 25 On FriRECALL
IS
cgmsciekce
AGAINSrjIIE
day evening water was found run- i:e
ning under the Acme dam in the
THINKS THE COUNTRY SHOULD Felix river just north of Hagerran. NEW JERSEY GOVERNOR SLEEPS
Before the flood gates could be raised
HAVE A FEARLESS
DESPITE SOUNDS OF A FIRE
a large hole had been washed In the
ALARM
dam- - There was no rise in the rivef
but it seems that the water had been
New York, Sept 25. The Evening washing under for some time and had
New25. Governor
York, Sept.
World today publishes an Interview just heen discovered.
This dam Woodrow Wilson and Governor Hirwith President Taft in which
the holds the water to ; irrigate ahout am
Johnson were to invade Connec
president goes at length Into some four thousand acres of fine land east
of the Issues of the campaign.
The and south of town, and it will work a ticut to day. The former was sched
president promises a revision of the hardship on the farmers who depend uled to make an afternoon address at
tariff on a scieihiifc
y so far as on this ditch for their water supply. Hartford. This evening he gcJes to
may he necessary toiieep prices Men have started to work on the dam New Haven for a meeting, while Govfrom being exorbitant This may he and they hope to have it repal-.ein ernor Johnson's program took; him,,
done by the continuance of the tar- time to irrigate their alfalfa again to New Haven for the afternoon' 'and
'
iff board's Investigation in to the facts, this year.
Hartford for the evening.
the president is quoted as saying.
"What about the primary result la
Mr. Taft then promises an extra
New Jersey?" Governor Wilson
tariff revision session in case the
asked.
PRINCE
republicans should he in control of
"la anybody surprised?" said tho
the next congress. Referring to the
governor.
ASKS RUSSIAN AID "What moral do you draw from the
high cost of living, the president expressed the opinion that American
result, governor?"
workmen were very' much better off
Not
BRIGANDS "The moral is that these bosses; can't
CHINESE
than those of Europe.
only DECLARES
.:
rule in New Jersey,"
were they able to pay the high cost
ARE MASSACREING
Wilson's
Governor
ability to sleep,
HIS PEOPLE.
of living, he said, but they could also
evidenced
was
at hlarbper- soundly
aside
a
for
rainy day.
put something
St. Petersburg, Sept.- 25. An ap- when the hotel automatic Ore
The Payne tariff law had no more
to do with advancing the high cost peal to Russia against Chinese ag on hi3 floor went off on three separof living , than the latest Atlantic gressions on the border of Manchu- ate occasions without disturbing him.
ria and Mongolia has besn made by Hia brother, Joseph R. Wilson, oa
cable tariff, he declared.
according to a special the floor below, sprang dftt o bed.
Referring to woman's Buffrage, the Prince
as did many other guests and retirfrom
Tsitsikhar to the
Issue
would
this
that
said
dispatch
president
ed again ,when no fire was discoverenThe
to
be decided by the various
have
today.
prince is
states and that he believed women to camped 80 miles from the Russian ed. Crossed wires caused the alrm
be as capable for the wis use of the frontier. He declares that 5,000 of to ring..
be as capable for the wise use of the his' subjects, including many women
"You would make a good volunteer
of judges, the president said he re- and children, have been massacred fireman," Joseph Wilson said to the
"When I go to bed," regarded the maintenance of an inde and that several members of his own nominee.
Chikilled
as
have
a
been
issue
the
the
family
supreme
governor, "I sleep."
plied
pendent judiciary
by
and that the recall applied to Judges nese troops, who also looted and dewould tend to deprive the public of stroyed a number of monasteries.
a
BOY BADLY INJURED.
judges of ability, character and
high sense of duty.
N. M., Sept. 25. A
Albuquerque,
WRANGELL IS. SMOKING
accident,
apparently unregrettable
Seattle, Wash., Sept. 25. Mail adhave serious rethat
may
avoidable,
vices from Valdez, Alaska, say Mount
sults, occurred yesterday morning
Wrangell, the most widely known of when Wallace Bacon, the 14 year
the smoking volcanoes of Alaska,
old son of Mrs. W. W. Bacon, of 2'Jt
Lieutenant
again is in eruption.
Walter street, , fell under an
North
Prosser of the signal corps, who redriven by Frank Stortz,
automobile
turned to Valdez from a, trip of- inthe accident happening in front oL
the
spection along
military telegraph the
Kapple Furniture company store,
line between Valdez and Fairbanks,
WaMace
East Central avenue.
en
repirted that oMunt Wrangell was
declared to the world that 'these thorwing out large volumes of smoke was riding a bicycle and Mr. StorU
bisame Chinese were far more to be de- and lava. Instead of one crater was riding in the motor car. both
sired than most of the coarse crew there are now at least seven vents, cycle and automobile traveling la the
that came crowding at our eastern he said, and with the aid of field siime direction. In Bome unknown
r.M.aer Wa.lace lost control of the
ports?"
glasses lava can be seen issuing from
"The hatred of the courts which the openings and flowing down across bicycle, eye witnesses say, and was
bicycle-wathe progressives share In common the glaciers. From Kotsina it Is re- struck by the motor car. Tho
and
subUined
the
smashed
boy
with the socialists, anarchists, and ported that the sulphurous fumes are
a concussion of the brain na! other
populists, and that part of organized so Btrong that prospectors working
labor and labor unions, typvfied and near Kotsina glacier have been driv- Injuries of a minor nature. He was
removed to his home and given medien out.
represented by such men as the
cal attention. It is not yet knowi?
the Debs and the Parks
how serious the concussion is. Mr.
who in truth shamefully misrepresent
Stortz naturally deeply deplores the
the great majority of law abiding and;
AUSTRIAN SOLDIERS
which he says was unavail
accident,
of
members
these
organizapatriotic
able.
tions," he said, "has forced into this
ARE TAKEN IN HAND
Jqampaign an tinparalelled attack
upon our Judicial system and the adSTANDARD IS BLAMED.
ministration of justice. And I regret
to have to say that no man has done GRAVE FRONTIER INCIDENT OC--- Albuquerque," N. M, Sept 25. Al
CURS ON THE SERVIAN
more to : foment thia hatred of UK
leging that coal olU gasoline and oth'V".' BOUNDARY.
er necessities handled by the Waters-Pierc- e
judiciary than Roosevelt."
As evidence that the New York
and the Standard Oil companBelgrade, Servia, Sept. 25 A grave ies in this city, were sold here at a
republican party is "unbossed,"
occurred today higher rate than in Santa Fe, San
was called by leaders before frontier Incident
the state convention
here today to when six fully equipped Austrian sol- Marcial, Las Vegas and other points
the fact that nothing of the conven- diers under .the command of Lieuten- on' the Santa Fe railway, the grand
tion program has been settled other ant Ezekerezy were arrested by Ser- jury this afternoon in a lengthy ret
than the names of the temporary and vian frontier guards and charged port asserted that the people of this
permanent chairman. It may be Fri- with espionage. The Austrian sol- city were-- being robbed by a combiday before a ticket is nominated. diers belonged to the garrison of the nation In restraint of trade. It was
The woman suffrage declaration in Hungarian town of Pancsosva, about recommended that the matter be takthe proposed platform thus far had ten miles to the northeast of tho en up at once with the state corporaServian capital.
tion commission.. It is believed that
provoked the most discussion.
When Temporary Chairman Guthif the state corporation commission
rie mentioned the name of President
WOOD IN CHICAGO
makes an investigation, a condition
Taft the delegates and spectators
Chicago, Sept, 25. Major General of affairs will be brought to light
cheered for some time. Vice Presi- Leonard Wood, chief of staff of the here that will create a sensation. It
dent James S. Sherman was given a United States army, arrived in Chica- is' said that the price of many comhearty cheer when he entered the go today.. The general made an in- modities have been held up here re
hall. The convention adjourned until spection at Fort Sheridan, Tonight gardless of freight rates and that a
tomorrow after committees were
condition has been brought about
he will meet Secretary of War
,
that will not stanl

MORE THAN ANY

has a clear

JUDI-CIAR-

.

wa'

IMURMN

,

ie?

Un-A- i,

M

SAYS WILLIAM D. GUTHRIE OF NEW YORK STATE

TO CAUSE CLASS HATRED IN THIS COUNTRY
Saratoga, N. Y., Sept. 25. An
tack on Theodore Roosevelt and the
in
policies of the progressive party
nation and state marked the address
temporary
of William D. Guthrie,
the
republibefore
today
chairman,
can state convention.
at-

curbed or checked his own will; his
determination to rule or ruin the
party; aflnd all were beginning to per
ceive that his enthusiasm was rath
er for the arena and for power than

for principles.
Mr. Guthrie defined the great issues of the national campaign as follows: First The constitutional right
"We see clearly," said Mr. Guthrie,
and power of congress to protect
"that the progressive campaign is American Industries to pneserve our
doomed to pitiable defeat and that present industrial syBtem ; second
inonly a malevolent desire to work
the threatened overthrow of the repto the republican party continin
of
"

jury

ues its campaigning."
J
In telling why the republican

fulfilled its duty in
Colonel Roosenominate
the
refusing
velt, Mr. Guthrie said:
"In the first placed the nomination
of the United
of an
States for a third term would have
been in violation of an unwritten rule
Jefferestablished by Washington,
son, Madison and Monroe, and folsince. The common
lowed ever
sense of thoughtful and patriotic
men must convince them that nothto
ing could be more dangerous than
however
popular
permit any person,
or eloquent,

to wield

the power

of

tlf presidential office for more than
two terms." Colonel Roosevelt, he
declared, had fomented more than
any man living the discontent and
class hatred existing among the people; he was known to be a socialist
at heart, although protesting that he
alone could save the country from so
cialism; all appreciated his ability.
his great personal magnetism, as
well as his insatiable ambition; his
impatience with any rule or law that

SPREADS
DEMO- -

DAM

when Tiiogus stopped her, made a
demand for her moniey and then shot
her dead. He wounded himself and
was traced for some distance by a
trail of blood. Jttfit or .th t,he morning
he was found dead ina coal bin at
423 West Second South. It is thought
that Tiiogus was infatuated with the
SLEEPING PEOPLE KILLED.
Wellington,' Kan., Sept. 25. Theo- young woman and that the money
given to or
dore McKnelly, a car repairer, and mentioned had been
his daughter, Gretta, were today spent upon her.
found dead and Mrs. McKnelly probCHINA TO GET COIN
ably fatally injured in a tent on the
outskirts of Wellington whither they
Washington, Sept. 25. Inan official
had recently moved for the daugh- statement the state department deter's health. AH three had been shot nied that efforts to place an internaand their skulls crushed. Robbery is tional loan in China through the six- believed to have been the motive.
power group had been abandoned.

1

ROOSEVELT SAYS : THE GOLDEN
,.
RULE IS ITS BATTLE
.
CRY.

jM,,Hi'!"M''K'Y'MH'K

25, 1912

from the town.
WHO RETURN TO THE
LOYAL RANKS WILL NOT
BE PUNISHED. -

X

di'iuls

TARIFF

AP-

THOSE

COLD

Details Furnish tbo 1
Steady Divl- -

TELEGRAPH SERVICE

SIDES ARE A PITIFUL STORY TAFT PROMISES

AlITIi

Federals Defeat Indians.

MEXICAN PRESIDENT MAKES
PEAL TO OROZCO'S FOL-

STOLEN

2

U

,

I.1ADER0 SEEKS TO

TEEH

n

4

NO. 276.

LOWERS.

'3

CL.

f 1

fS

VOL. XXXIII.

OFFERS

Btt

trecast

tair.er

Fair Tonight and To
morrow; Freezing
Tonight

'r

t

government
resentative system
state and nation by the introduction
of the initiative, referendum and recall, and, third the assault upon the
administration of - justice in the
American courts."
reference Mr.
Almost the only
Guthrie made" to the democratic party
candidate was in his discussion of
the tariff.
"As pointed out by a republican in
congress," he said, "although we may
not be willing to face free competition with Europeans, we cannot be
blind to the nymace and danger of
free competition with Asiatics. Just
across the Paciific ocean, with constantly cheapening freight and passenger rateB, are populations of
in Japan, 450,000,000 in China,
300,000,000 in India and they furnish
effective labor at wages ranging from
six to thirty cents a day for twelve
hours' work on the same kind of machines at which American men and
Shall we now
women are working.
open the flood gates shall we now
elect as president the historian who
but a few ypars ago in the quiet and
impartial atmosphere of his study,

s

-

--
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TWO

"0IFAL0"

JONES

IS PRAISED It
iVELL
RAISING
OF WATER
INVENTOR
DEVICE VISITS PECOS
VALLEY.
"Buffalo"
Sept
C. J. Jones, unexpectedly dropped
into Roswell yesterday and paid a
visit to friends, spending a large por
tion of the day drivingsover the val-.- !
ley with Governor Hagerman, Nearly,
everybody in the west la either acquainted with Buffalo Jones, or is at
least familiar with the sobriquet.
Mr. Jones lives at Las Vegas, but
spends a great deal of his time
abroad, or in New York. He has
countless medals and loving cups,
which have been bestowed upon him
for deeds of valor and valuable services rendered. He Is more popularly known as a buffalo hunter, havlag
himself captured countless young
Buffalo, which, it Is said, have furnished the United States with more
than half the buffalo now within ts
"Buffalo" Jones hunted
dominion.
through the jungles of Africa, hie ex-- .
pedltlon following closely upon that
of Colonel Roosevelt some years ago.
"While in New York Mr, Jones was
made honorary member of the Buffalo society which Itself is a rare distinction. He also wears an imposing
medal given him by the Canadian
club, an organization of big game
hunters of Canada.
Mr. Jones Is visiting the valley in
the Interest of a further developing
of arid lands, which, If proven successful, will entitle him' to more medals and glory than human kind can
bestow. He has recently patented a
' i, device, which he call a "water elevator" a mechanical construction which
will raise water by means of a large
pipe, to almost any altitude. It is applied to waters in low. lands which
can be made to Irrigate land on a
higher plane. The invention has been
pronounced, a wonder by proficient
engineers. The machine has 100 per
cent efficiency, and 'beyond a doubt,
'will prove a godsend to the arid country of the west.
Mr. Jones leaves for home today,
H P4?t will return in a few days to su-Offend the Installation of his de- 25.

Hoswell, N. M.,

.

&

NEWS FROM

THE CAPITAL
4.

Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 25. Governor W. C. McDonald is expected
home tonight. He will preside over
the meeting of the state board of
equalization Thursday.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
has gone to Los Lunas on business.
He Is expected back in a day or two.
'

Game Laws.

cal books for the past 2 years. He
Is an example of what hard work and
energy will accomplish when one is
denied the advantages given moat
boys.
Extradition Danied.
A dispatch from Olympia, Wash.,
states that Governor M. E. Hay has
had to deny the application of the
governor of New Mexico for thei extradition of Louis Tong of San Francisco and Mrs. Wing Wan Wing,
whose husband, a Chinese merchant
of Silver City, had charged that she
and Tong had conspired to rob him
of $1,600. The reason for the denial
of the extradition is said to he that
one of the parties was not In New
Mexico at the time the crime was
committed and that "a husband can
not have his wife extradited.
Mr. Ringland Back.
Arthur C. Ringland, district forester, has returned to his headquarters
in Albuquerque from a trip to the
Apache national forest

This Interesting clothes announcement appears in the October Issues of a number of leading
publications for wemsn. Remember, in this city ours is The Store That Sells WooIlex.
'

LAS VEGAS PROOF

Bame

1666

endorsement

By some stranger far away
Commands no belief at all.
Here's an East Las Vegas case.
An East Las Vegas citizen testifies.
Read and be convinced.
P. Clddio, 506 Grand avenue, East
Las Vegas, N .Mex., says: "I am as
strong In my praise of Doan's Kidney
Pills today as when I publicly testified to their merit two years ago. I
had a great deal of trouble from my
back. There was a steady dull ache
through my loins and right side, and
stooping caused sharp twinges. I her
lieve that my work was responsible
for the trouble, as I am obliged to
sit in a cramped position bo much of
the time. Prompt relief followed the
use of Doa'ns Kidney Pills, the contents of one box completely curing
me."
For sale by 'all dealers. Price 50
n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

o

,

submitted.
Case No. 1492. Benjamin F. Adams
-fi'cutt'ii, vs. jr. u. Atkinson, appel
lee. Dismissed; transcript did not
show appeal had been
granted.
The cases of Seward vs. D. & R. G.
and Woody vs. D. & R. G,, were transferred from the corporation commission to the supremo court and set
'
for October 8.
Mr. Beddow's Career.
R. II. Beddow, the new mine inspector for the statA nt
was horn in Wheeling, W. Va.( and
acquired what education he could in
the public schools. He entered on
a coal mining career at a tender age
and filled the positions from trapper
boy to coal manager. He worked in
mines in Ohio, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri and New Mexico, coming to this
state in 1881. He worked at Colfax,
In Colfax county.
He returned to
Missouri whe
he remained until
1S9G, when he decided to cast
his lot
imrjnanently) with' the Sunshinei
state and went to Gallup. He served
eight years as coal inspector and

mine inspector forrhn no
classifying coal lands.
V '
Mr. Beddow declares he is the
first
student to take the complete coal
mining course of a noted correspondence school land has studied technl- -

The Teddy Bear Coat
No. 601

Outer garments cf the highest type at moderate prices
"

Like all Wooltex garments, these
were designed by the greatest style
experts in America, from suggestions
and models submitted by Madame
Savarie, head of the Wooltex Fashion
Bureau in Paris.
. Thus you can get, in buying a
Wooltex coat or suit, the work of the
best designers of Europe and America,

y

combined to make styles so attractive
and distinguished that men and women
everywhere admire them.
Look at the illustrations.
Note well the grace of line the
charming silhouette of each garment.
When your coat or suit bears the
Wooltex label, you know that the
charm of its style will last, for every
bit of material is pure silk or pure
wool
every stitch is sewn as the best
custom tailor would sew it.
You will get a garment, so carefully
inspected before it left our workrooms
that you may be sure of its superior
goodness. It is the certainty of

,

Doan's

CAMPAIGN IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Concord, N. H., Sept. 25. With the
state convention of the progressive
party tomorrow the last of the platform appeals to the voters of New
Hampshire will have been put In formal shape and everything made
ready for what is expected, to be one
of the liveliest campaigns the Granite state has seen in years. Winston
Churchill, celebrated in the literary
world as the author of "The Crisis"
and other stories, is the progressive
party choice for governor. The novelist is one of the pioneers in the political reform movement in this state
and is expected to make an aggressive fight. The republicans have
named Franklin Worcester of Hollis
The democratic canfor governor.
didate is Samuel D Folker'of Rochester. Governor Basjs, progressive
republican, carried New Hampshire
two years ago by 7,721 votes over his
democratic opponent.

'.

--

f

satisfactory service.
Go to The Store That Sells Wooltex in your own city and see these
Examine them carefully.
garments.

)

f

If
I'll

Note the pure silk linings, the
shields at the armholes; the soft canvas
interlining; the melton lined collar.
These are but four of the twenty-seve- n
distinct points of superiority of
Wooltex over other garments.
Yet, despite the high quality of
materials and workmanship
the care
and fineness of finish you can obtain
Wooltex coats and suits at moderate
prices.

Tbe Savoy Suit
No. 830

,

For as little as $25.00 you can buy
Wooltex
a
coat or suit that' is the
equal of many unknown garments
priced at $35.00 or even 40.00. It
is the efficiency of production that
gives you this advantage when you
get a Wooltex suit or coat.
'pi

810

The Carlton Suit
No. 610

OESIGNERSandMAKERS'
CL&VfLANO

;
;

The garments on this page show the Styles That
Are Coming In,
Wooltex Styles are fresh and authoritative as
well as attractive; and thus give you many months
of additional style leadership.
Try on a fall Wooltex suit or coat. Let the
mirror tell you its own story of how you look in
the new fall fashions.
You will congratulate yourself upon the day
when first you became a wearer of these superior,
these refined, these Wooltex Garments.
Write to The H.BlacaiCompany, Cleveland,
Ohio, for the Woolte Book for fall -- " Tha
Styles Coming In," handsomely illustrated.
See the garments themselves In your own city at

11

The Store That Sells
Wooltex
coats

The Kremlin Coat
No. 64S

No. 777

111

THE H. BLACK COMPANY

I

Tha New denttanr Coat

'

,

PARIS

suits

skirts

622 L4

The Glengarry Suit
No. 988

Tha Regent Sail
No. 822

In this city, ours is
The Store That Sells Wooltes

"Some

time last summer I was taken with eczema.

It began

in my hair first with red blotches
then scaly, spreading to my
face. Tbe blotches were red
on my face, dry and scaly, not
large; on my scalp they were
larger, some scabby.
They
came on my hands. The
side of my hands were all little
lumps as though full of shot
about
of an Inch
under the skin. Then they
went to the outside and between and all
over my fingers. It also began on the
bottoms of my feet and the calves of my
legs, and itch, oh, My I J never had anything like it and hope I never will again.
The Itching was terrible. My hands got so
I could scarcoly work.
"I tried different eczema ointments but
without results. I also took medicine for it
but it did no good. I saw the advertisement
for a sample of Cuticura Ointment and Soap
and sent for one. They did me so much
good I bought some more using them as
per directions and in about three weeks I
was well again. Cuticura Soap and Ointment entirely cured me." (Signed) BenJ.
Passage, Apr. 8, 1912.
A single cake of Cuticura Soap (25c.) and
box of Cuticura Ointment (50c.) are often
Bold
sufficient when all else has failed
throughout the world, liberal sample of
32-each mailed free, with
8k!n Book. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick, 20
Sample free.

:-

M

full seasons'

No. 988

ItKALY
205 Kanter Ave., Detroit, Mich.

superior quality that enables us to give
the extraordinary guarantee of two

The styles that are coming in

The Service Suit

Eczema Began in Hair. Spread to
Face. Came on Hand and All Over
Fingers. Itching Terrible. Cuti-cu- ra
Soap and Ointment Cured.

Js4

Tha Symphony Coat No. 650
Tha Robcapierra Suit No. 81 S
Tha Eaaex Suit No. 831

The truest coat and suit values

Tho Waikins Coat
No. 650

bob-whit-

Supreme Court.
In the supreme court
yesterday:
Case No. 1491. Kate Canavan, apvs.
pellee,
Stephen Canavan, et al .
appellants, (Bernalillo). Argued and

w
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Going home from Church in their beautiful Wooltex clothes

Several persons
ave been inquiring about the game laws. The season for dove shooting will tfirminnro
September 30; trout catching on October 15. The deer season opens Oc- SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM OPENS
,
XT
tober 1 ttnr! nnt1n.,nn
New York, Sept. 25. The school of
5. While Willi
Tnnvl
journalism of Columbia university,
bagged until November 1 to January founded by the late Joseph Pulitzer,
15. , The limit is four In
the posses- was opened to the reception of stud- sion at one time. The
killing of ane
telope, pheasant,
quail,
wild pigeon or prairie chicken is proBLOTCHES ON FACE
hibited until 1917.

'

I

Tba Bond Street Suit No. 804
Tha Madeleine Coat No. 76S
Tha Mufflar Collar Coat No. 753

Foster-Milbur-

name

( ,

pfelj o ill

1 P iraf

ThaJSomi.Fitta4 Coat
No. 668

,

States.
Rememher the
and take no other.

'

1

Should Convince Every Optic Reader
The frank statement of a neighbor,
telling true merits of a remedy.
Bids you pause and believe.

The

E. ROSEN W A LB & SON
n

,

1
EAST

25, 1912

E. ROSEN WALD & SON
T"
ents today.

The program of study
adopted for the new school begins
with ons year in college, in which
each subject is to be taught with reference to the neids of journalism.
Particular attention will be paid to
American politics. In the second and
third years there will be practice in
journalistic writing. In the third and

$80,000,000.00

lost Annually

Earners
Dr. Sadler estimates

I rest well all night and tho"
years oiu, can now do the work
of a man of 35 years. I would like
to be the means of others getting benefit from Foley Kidney Pills." Refuse
substitutes, O. Q. Schaefer and Red

suffered with my kidneys. My back
ached and I was annoyed with bladder irregularities.
I can truthfully
say .one EOc bottle of Foley Kidney
Pills cured me entirely." They contain no habit forming
drugs. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co. -

Running up and down stairs, sweeping and bending over making beds
will not make a woman healthy or
beautiful. She must get out of doors
walk a mile or two every day and
take
Chamberlain's Tablets to Improve her digestion and regulate ber
bowels
For sale by all dealers.

at
Few, if any, medicines, hav8 met den"
the exact facts
with the uniform success that has atspeaks of the
tended tha use of Chamberlain's Co- m
of Foley Kidney Hite He
lic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
Tbe remarkable cures of oolio and
mend Foley Kidney Piiia
as a
diarrhoea which it has effected in
k?" 1,1.1 uWe. My 7a!ft .
every neighborhood have given
It a wide reputation. For sale
by all - sood many of my,
dealers.
aefchboM

by Wage matism.
a

that about
$8O,0GC,O00.O0 in wages is lost annually to the American people as a direct
result of colds. Lost time means lost
is expensive.
wages and doctoring
Use Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
promptly. It will stop the cough, and
heal and sooth the sore and inflamed
air passages. O. Q, Schafer and Red
fourth years practical newspaper Cross Drug Co.
work in all its branches will be
U. A. Smith, Bridgeton, Ind., had
taught. In these years there will kidney trouble for years, and was sc
also be courses in law, American po- crippled with rheumatism he could
litical parties, social and industrial not dress without help. Ha started
history, unions and trusts, modern using Foley Kidney Pills, and says-"to get beter at once, and
European literature and the history nowbegan
all
my trouble has loft me and
of journalism.
I do not foel that. I ever had

Cross Drug Co.

I

1,

T. L. Parks, Murrayville, Ga., Route
is In hia 73rd year, and was recent-

The Implicit confidence that many
kidney and bladder people have in Chamberlain's Colic
He says himself: "I havs Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy" iB'

founded on their
in the
use of that remeryexperience
and their knowOf
mnmr
thfl
ledge
.
.;.
J
lw'.i nuutu cures

...i,.t,i.

u

Wl-

ers

-

and dysentery that
ror sale by all deat

MhD0,a, Piaster

JJ?

ZTvl fr

boaaefer and Red
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ly cured of a bad

rheu trouble.
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BUSINESS GROWS
IETTER

WITH

FALL

tive movement either associated with
the Stock Bxchange or with land
of a menacing
booms or anything
becharacter.
Money Is scaroe
in routine
cause ( it is needed
banking channels to finance, in the
first instance, the most valuable crop
production that, taken altogether, the
country has ever enjoyed; and In
the second place to meet the banking

requirements of the mercantile

and

CONDITIONS THROUGHOUT THE manufacturing world. This latter is
COUNTRY ARE REMARKABLY
already running at high speed in preGOOD
paration for the demands of consumers that in the natural order of evNew York, Sept. 25. The
general ents must follow the tremendous buyfinancial situation Beems to be gradu- ing power that will be available in
ally resuming Its (purely (business the great agricultural sections of the
character after the summer relaxa- country when we consider that the
tion. This change generally occurs season will probably mean fully
about the middle of September, but
in new wealth produced
the wsek that Is Just closing seems to by the soil. Reports from many sechave witnessed a more than usually tions of the country indicate a dissudden transition from the holiday tinct scarcity of labor not of emploThe financial markets have ymentand It is probable that our
spirit.
thus evinced a tendency to fall In line working classes have never been more
with other branches of our national fully employed nor at as high wages
activities. Evidence of direct parti- as at present. All this of course in
cipation of the larger classes of spec- turn means a tremendous
buying
ulative Interests in the market has power that cannot fail in the long run
been apparent. This was clearly per- to prove an effective foundation for
ceptible during a sharp advance oo the general prosperity of the country.
companled by distinct activity In the
Therefore, it seems clear that tne
market on Tuesday when prices clog activity in money that is responsible
ed about two points higher on many for the dearer rates is a sign of fisof the usually active speculative clas- - cal health and wholesome developcses of securities.
ment. Moreover, it is pf interest to
The fact that the market has shown recall that the money market is only
such substantial undertone at a time relatively high. Some of the most
when the money situation has, on active campaigns in the stock market
the surface, at least, approached a have taken place with the level of inposition of some strain, indicates, I terest rates well above their present
think, that a superficial view is be- range. Up to date it has not been
ing taken of the advance in the rental found necessary to take arbitrary
rates for money. There are two prime measures either to check the firmconsiderations to be kept in view in ness or provide relief. In this we
any broad appraisement of the bank must except the engagement of
In gold for Import to this cen
ing situation. It is desirable to remember, in the first place, that the ter which was arranged on Monday
scarcity of loanable funds is in no last. Sterling exchange rates have
way connected with an active specula since further declined and there is

reason to believe that further engagements of the precious metal will
be made in the near future. As tlie
gold arrives in this country it will afford a greater relief to the money situation than on :.. superficial view
would seem probable Under the 25
per cent reserve requirement of the
banks a deposit of gold contributes
a lending ability to the banks equal
ta four times the value of the cash.
Aside from the relief to be afforded by gold imports the money situation here has the assurance that the
treasury department will deposit public funds in New Yo-- k banks and ch- er banks throughout the country
whenever the situation seems to warrant suoh action. That this will be
done was clearly intimated by Mr.
MacVeagh, the secretary oi the treasury, when he passed through this
city a short time ago, and the fact
that it has, not already been done
seems to clearly indicate that the investigations by the treasury depart
ment show that the stage has not
yet been reached that would justify
governmental action. A still further
source of relief is of course available in the ability of the banks to
circulation for
take out emergency
the act of congress approved May 30,
1908.
This was a temporary measure intended to bridge the chasm before a new currency legislation of a
careful and scientific character could
be adopted

by

congress.

Unfortu

nately, the prospects of such legislation are not particularly bright.
The emergency circulation law, unwill .expire by limless
itation in June of next year. How
ever, it is still in force and can be
taken advantage of without delay
during tne next few months, should
occasion require. I am quite convinced, however, that the situation
Will not become sufficiently serious
to make such an Innovation necessary. The law is Important, however,

OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

since it suggests a feeling of security against any undue flurry in the
money, situation that might prove
detrimental to general business.
The political campaign is attracting remarkably slight attention, considering Its national character. This
is true, not only In Wall street, but

almost generally throughout the
country and signifies that people are
too greatly engrossed with the activity of their own affairs to permit
their energies to be diverted by political arguments or movements. The
crops are providing a, tremendous
tonnage for the railroads. The arriv.
als of wheat at JJuluth, Minneapolis
and Chicago the great primary mar
kets for the first eighteen' days of
September showed the enormous total of 21,064 cars, which compares
with 10,341 cars during the corresponding days of last year. "Accepting
the capacity of the average car to be
1,200 bushels, we have, therefore, total receipts of 2,276,800 bushels at
these three centers alone, compared
with only 12,409,200 bushels In 1911.
This of course, ie but a beginning,
ts the season of shipment has only
begun. Advices from abroad suggest
that the demand for American grain
will be quite sufficient to more than
take care of any surplus over our
home requirements, and this fact is
already responsible for the appearance In the foreign exchange market
of a considerable number of grain

bills, which !n connection wth cot
ton bills will fully take care of the
recent sales of finance hills that dur
ing the last month or so have been
such a source of convenience in local money circles.
An Idea of the real prosperity that
exists in the agricultural sections of
our country at the present time may
be gathered from a. comparison of

present prices with those available
for the grain crops in .he year of
large production of 1896. In the ear-
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Her year it will be recalled the production of corn was so large that the
farmers actually burned that cereal,
finding it cheaper to do this than to
purchase fuel. The price of September delivery In Chicago in 1896 for
corn declined as low as 19 cents a
bushel. Today it is about 70 cents a
bushel and we have every reasonable
expectation of a 3,000,000,000 bushel
Oats for September delivery
yield
in 1896 hold in Chicago at 14 cents
a bushel. Today's price is about 32
cents, and we have this year an ep
production.
September
wheat in the earlier year I have
named sold at 48 cents in Chicago.
It is now selling at about 92 cents,
and we have a 700,000,000
bushel
crop, In round numbers,
virtually
,

mae.

Under these circumstances It

se,eras a practical Impossibility that
we can go through the year without
a severe congestion in
facilities. This is a contingency
that we must expect and meet. It
Is the direct result of the burdens
that have been placed upon our transportation systems by their Inability
d

to advance their freight rates and
thus place themselves in a financial
position where they can command
necessary new capital. But our railroads are managed by men of good
judgment and keen executive ability
and they may be depended upon to
obtain for stockholders, no less than
for the business interests of the country, the best results from such a tre
mendous volume of tonnage that is
now in sight Railroad traffic statements have already begun to reflect
the Improvements due to Increased
tonnage; and, as comparisons will
necessarily be made with a compara
tively lean year, the monthly and oth
er statements to be issued by rail
roads from now on will furnish a frequent stimulus to the market for a
considerable time ahead.
Meanwhile,
the outlook
though
from a broad-gaugevlr.v 13 unques
tionably favorable, there is the men
ace during the next few weeks the
practical certainty in fact of political developments that always accom
pany a national political campaign so
closely contested as is the present
one. This means that we" shall have
a market of considerable activity
with fluctuations sufficiently active
and wide within reasonably fairly
safe limits to afford ample oportunitles for traders who have the exper
ience necessary to take prompt ad
vantage of developments of tempo
rary charaj'.or.
d
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PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN
REGULATES

STdACII

TIME IT1 IN FIVE MINUTES GAS,
SOURNESS AND INDIGESTION
IS GONE
foodB you eat hit back-ta- ste
good, 'but work badly; ferment
into stubborn lumps and cause a sick,
sour, gassy stomacn: jnow, Mr. ana
Mrs. Dyspetlc jot this down: Pape's
Diapepsin gets everything, leaving nothing to sour and upset you. There
never wa sanythlng so safely quick,
No difference
so certainly effective.
how badly your stomach is disorder
ed you will get hapy relief in five
minutes, but what pleases you most
ts that it strengthens and regulates
your stomach so you can eat your fa
vorite foods without fear.
Most remedies give you relief some
times they are slow but not sure,
Diapepsin is quick, positive and puts
your stomach in a healthy condition
so the misery won't come back.
You feel different as soon as Dia
Do some

MPON PIP DAY
mwmuxmJTmmtmxf, vsmmrnmrnxMBsmam
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Special train leaving Las Vegas at 7 A .M.
7 P. M.
returning leaving Maxwell

the
pepsin comes In contact with
stomach distress just vanishes your
no
stomach gets sweet, no gases,
belching, no eruotatlons of undigested
food, your head clears and you feel
'
fine.
Go now, make the best Investment
you ever made by getting a large fif
case of Pape's Diapepsin from
any drug store. You realize in five
minutes how needless it is to suffer
from Indigestion, dyspepsia or any
stomach disorder.
ty-ce-

DISCUSS PUBLIC WELFARE.
Peoria, 111., Sept. 25. The annual
convention of the Illinois State Bankers' association openeu In this city today for a two days' session.' The association this year decided to vary
Its usual custom by substituting matters of public welfare for purely financial topics as subjects for 'discussion at the meetin. The program 'provides for papers and addresses on
education,
agriculture, good roads
and similar subjects of general interest by President George E. Vincent
of the University of Minnesota, President William O. Thompson of Ohio
State university, J. M. Dolley, bank
commissioner of Kansas, and H. E.
Miles, chairman of the National
of Manufacturers' committee on education.
TO

Sports start at Maxwell on arrival of this
s Vegas special train.

All the apple cider you want goes with the pie

to prevent

bow

HIE

SPREAD

OF RABIES
SCIENTISTS
WHICH

HAVE A
SERUM
WILL PREVENT
THE DISEASE.

comb, U. S. N.

In part, Dr.

Hol-com-

b

said:
"A ship In time of peace, at which
time the hatches are open, is a inuca
different problem In ventilation than
a ship with its hatches battened
down ready to enter Into battle.
"In peace time the air that la
forced Into a compartment finds a
ready exit through the open hatches.
When all hatches are closed, on tha
other hand, and air is forced in, It is
at first slightly compressed and then
ceases to be delivered."
Dr. Holcomb recommended that attention be directed toward the reduction of steam driven machinery and
the substitution of electrically driven
machinery.

Washington, Sept. 25. Suggestion
of a means which may give to man
an absolute immunity from rabies of
dogs, without referencee to the tim
elapsed after being bitten, was offered by Dr. J. L. Harris, city bacterAn article that has real merit should
iologist and pathologist of St. Louis, In time become popular. That such is
the "case with Chamberlain's Cough
Mo., in a paper read, yesterday before
Remedy hag been attested by many
the Fifteenth International Congress dealers.
Here Is one of them. H.
on Hygiene and Demography.
W. Hendrlckson,
Ohio Falls, Ind,
Giving a summary of his own work, writes, "Chamberlain's Cough RemDr. Harris described a series of ex- edy Is the best for coughs, colds and
croup, and Is my best seller." For
periments with dogs and rabbits by sale by all dealers.
immuniwhich Immediate and direct
zation against rabies was secured by
Mrs. J. N. Hin, Homer, Ga., hag usthe injection of fractional parts of a ed Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for years, and gays she always recomgrain of noninfectlve rabies virus of mends
it to her friends. "It never
a special type, of virus produced fails to cure
our coughs and colds and
from'the brain of a dog, dead of rab prevents crouo. We hava fivA hn.
ies, frozen with carbondioxide, snow dren and always give them Foley'a
dried in a vacuum at a very low tem noney ana iar compound for a cold,
and they are all soon wen. Wa wmii
perature and kept in an
not be without it in our house." o.
In a paper on diseases a,nd injuries u. scnaerer and Red Cross
Drug Co.
occurring in electric plants, Dr. J. D.
IOWA M. E. CONFERENCE.
McGowan, surgecn of the CommonMarshall town, Ia Sept. 25. Tha
wealth Edison Co., of Chicago, 111.,
annual session of tha
declared that the popular impression
shared with the laity by many physi Upper Iowa conference of the Methcians that contact with electric cur odise Episcopal church assembled
rent caused paralysis and brain les here today and was opened with an
ions, was an erroneous one. Dr. Mc address by Bishop Hughes of San
Gowan said he had seen hundreds of Francisco. The conference will con
cases of shock, and where the man tinue until next luesday.
In addi
did not meet immediate death there tion to the anniversary meetings and
never had been a case In which the tne usual amount of routine business
patient suffered in any way outside the program provides for sermonB
or addresses by Dr. Frank W. G,un;
of local effect of the burns. '
A plea for an efficient supply and saulus of Chicago, Rev. Willium P.
exhaust circulation of air for seamen Oldham of New York, secretary of
on a
in, time of battle the Foreign Missionary society, and
was made by Surgeon R. C. Hoi- other churchmen of note.
ice-bo-

fifty-sevent- h

man-of-w-

SKIED

mil HGHAJ3ES

During the summer most persons are annoyed with pimples, boils,
rashes, or eruptions, while others suffer more severely with Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, or some kindred skin disease. A perfect
aa lnno- as the blood is normal, but when it be
tbp
comes contaminated with humors and acids its supply of nutritive properties is greatly lessened and it becomes a sharp, acrid fluid which diseases
instead of preserving tne natural neaitn ana texture
of the skin. The eruptions may be glossed
over and inflammation reduced by the application
of washes, cosmetics, salves, etc., but no skin affection can ever be permanently cured in this way;
only pure blood can make healthy skin. S. S. S.
cures Skin Diseases of every kind by neutralizing
the acids and removing the humors from the blood.
S. S. S. builds the circulation up to its normal
strength, increases its nutritive powers and adds to
its nuritv in everv wav. Then the skin instead of
humors and impurities, is nourished and healed
acid
with
irritated
being
by a plentiful supply of rich, pure blood. Book on Skin Diseases and any
medical advice free.
rKB SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, GA.
Ht-i- n
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LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

TRIP

ROUND

SUMMER

EXCURSIONS
PUEBLO

COLO.

$11.90
DENVER

SI.

LOUIS, MO.

COLORADO

SPRINGS $13.70

$10.60
ST. PAUL, MINN.

$40.30
CHICAGO,

fl

ILL.

$40.30

$45.30

'

Also rates to many other points in East, North East, West
and North West including points in Old Mexico and points in
British Columbia.
Tickets on sale daily June 1st., to Sept. 30th., are first class
and good for stop over in either direction. Final return limit
October 31st., 1912.
Also tickets good for return within 60 daysjfrom date on
points in East.

sale to man

NEW YOiK, N. Y., VIA STANDARD LINES
VIA DIFFERENTIAL

$75.33

LINES $72.33

For furtherjinformation call on or write.
if"

D. L. BATCHELOD,
AGES NT
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LAS VEGA3 DAILY OPTIC,

Mr. Janas position
are concerned.
on the tariff means that he will nt LAS VEGAS SHOULD NOT
all times and under all conditions
ESTABLISHED 1879
work and vole for the protection and
NEGLECT TO ADVERTISE
advancement of one of the greatest
Publlsed By
interests in the state, the wool growTHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
ing industry, which, directly or indir- NEW YORKER SAYS THIS CITY
(Incorporated)
ectly, affects the well being of pracHAS NATURAL RESOURCES
tically every citizen of New Mexico.
OF HIGH CLASS.
Mr. Jaffa's
democratic
opponent,
EDITOR
M.
PADGETT
M.
Hon. H. B. Fergusson, Is likewise a
That Las Vegas has the resources
clean man against whose personality for making a good sized city but is
nothing may be said. But democratic not taking sufficient action toward
d6ctrine strikes at the root of pros- letting the country' at large know of
perity for New Mexico. Free wool its advantages,' Is the belief of H.
secretary to C. C.
Entered at the postolfice at Kast means ruin for the wool business in W. Alexander,
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transniU-lo- a this state. M.r. Fergusson has placed Chappelle, president of the Federal
himself on record mildly as against Light and Traction company of New
through the United States mails
free wool. But Mr. Fergusson's rec York City, owner of the Las Vegas
as second class matter.
ord in congress shows that, whatever Light and Power company, who was
his personal views, he votes regularly here today on a brief visit.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
and faithfully for democratic meas
Carrier:
"I am greatly pleased witn tiie
Daily, by
0B ures and with the democratic major
country surrounding Las Vegas,"
Per Copy
15 ity, purely as a matter of party fealty said Mr. .Alexander" this morning. "1
One Week
65 He has done so in the past and he believe you have tne resources near
Month
One
may be expected to do so in the fu here, which, if developed, will make
One Year
ture.
this city a town of from 15 'JOO to
Mail
Daily by
Mr. Fergusson, whatever his Indi
.....$6.00
peopfe' However, if you do not
One Year
vidual views, stands upon a platform let the world know what
you have
Six Months
inimical to the business Interests and
here, you will not make the progress
the prosperity of New Mexico and that
other towns,
where the
our people, and he cannot get away boosters are
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
lively, are making. I
from It.
GROWER
believe a good, ' live commercial orNathan Jaffa will be elected to con
One Year
ganization, supported by all erf the
'
100 gress.
81x Months
citizens, Would do a great work. At
Last November he was the logical the head 6f such an
organization I
and strongest candidate of the re should
suggest that you" place a train
(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscrip- publican party for first governor of
ed publicity expert backed up by a
tions)
the state. Had he been nominated he
fund. A commitRemit by draft, check or . nioney would have been elected by not less liberal advertising
tee
'boosters
of
should
meet the
not
will
we
erder. "H sent otherwise
than 5,000 majority. Even the most
and Induce people to stop off
trains,
be responsible for loss.
ardent and
democrat, if here and'
investigate what Las Vegas
Specimen copies free on applica- he be honest, concedes this to be has to offer.
If this policy were con
tion.
true.
tinued for a few years the people of
Moreover, Mr. Jaffa will poll such Las
.Vegas would be surprised at the
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT a strong democratic vote in the Pecoi
growtn which the town would
healthy
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
valley counties aB to sap the demo- enjoy.
First of all, however, you
FOR
PAID
cratic strength in its chief stronghold must see that the Camfield dam is
and make such a thing as a demo
completed. New Mexico soil will proAdvertisers are guaranteed the cratic majority in the state out of the duce
everything worth raising in a
of Mr.
The nomination
largest daily and weekly circulation question.
climate,; if water is placed
temperate
New
Jaffa makes a democratic majority
et any newspaper In northern
npon it, and I am Informed that the
Hexlco.
impossible and therefore Insures his
Irrigation project upon the Las Veelection.
sevgas grant is capable of
Nathan Jaffa's nomination removes eral thousands of acres.watering
I believe,
TELEPHONES
element which in the past has alao,
from wells K...Main 2 every
that ,
BUSINESS OFFICE
caused defections in the republican nottier sourcespumping"
9
upon the mesa will furNEWS DEPARTMENT ......Main
ranks. He will rally the full republi nish an
unfailing source of water for
can strength, a heavy democratic vote
In that locality"
farming
WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 25, 1912 and will capture the floating and
Mr.
Alexander has just spent' a few
doubtful vote en masse. His nomina
dayB in, Dyiriinp; and is delighted with
to
election
the
and
is
tion
equivalent
3IAKE IX UNANIMOUS
state will do itself proud in sending the kl(ijlJ.fbpQsting the citizens are
giving" that' place. He said this mornto congress.
The republican party of New Mex- him
ing thjil. Deeming is making the right
unanimous.
Let,
us
make it
kind of
ico, has nominated Honorable Nathan
campaign. The place Is beo
Jaffa of Roswell as Its candidate be
ing advertised liberally through its
STATE-WIDNOTICE.
fore jde voters of New Mexico for the
chamber of 'Commerce, under the diAt a meeting of the chairmen of
:Ty seat to which our state will be
rection of an expert. The railroads
held
commissioners
of county
entitled in the next united States boards
have been Induced to stop all trains
at the close( of the recent convention
bouse of representatives, says the Al
there for ten minutes, during which
of county officers in the city of Al"
Herald.
time the passengers are" given a
buquerque
was
ap
the
undersigned
buquerque,
In making this nomination the re
demonstration of tne system of Irri
of
the
publican party of New Mexico has pointed temporary president
gation by pumping, a plant having
general association of county com
made a ten strike.
been Installed near the station. Mr.
So happy a selection was this; so missioners of the state of New Mexi- Alexander
says his company is greatto
and
and
authorized
empowered
enthusiastically has It been received co,
ly interested' in Las Vegas and intiand
of
choose
first
the
time
the
place
so
;
abel and
by all sections of the state
mated thalt It would be more than
so upright Is the man, so clean and meeting of the association, and to willing to do Its share of
boosting.
so splendidly equipped to look after call the same together.
Issued
a
is
call
Accordingly
hereby
the important interests of the Sun
shine state in the popular branch of for the general association of county
the national congress, that one would commissioners of the state of New
Al- WILSON
WINS IN THE
t)e justified thoroughly in proposing Mexico to convene in the city of
to the people of New Mexico to dis- buquerque, in October, In the same
and agita- place where the New Mexico Good NEW JERSEY PBIfJABY
pense with the hurly-burl- y
tion of a formal campaign and make Roads association shall meet, immeunanimous the election oi so- - tnor- - diately at the close of 'the first session of that body, when it shall be
oughly representative a New Mexican.
FORMER SENATOR 8MITH IS DEIts history decided by the association itself
FEATED BY HUGHES BY
V It is doubtful If everof inNew
further
where
and at what hours
Mexico
e republican party
BIG VOTE
,as" made a nomination which met meetings shall be held..
HARVEY M. SHIELDS,
(Signed)
with such Instant and universal popNewark,.,, J..Sept 25. That GovChairman
Board
County Commission- ernor" Wilson" "won" a
Is
Mr.
Jaffa
ular approbation.
typical
sweeping victory
County,
ers, Colfax
Temporary In the New
fit the very best, sturdiest and most
Jersey primaries yesterPresident
A
admirable New Mexico citizenship.
day was evident on the returns which
sifted Into democratic headquarters
conservative, substantial, successful
business man, he has for more than
here during the early hours of the
a quarter of a century been closely ILLNESS PROVES
day; ' In his fight to prevent the nomIdentified with the marvelous devel
ination for" United States senator of
'fome
tfames Smith,
opment of the. great Pecos valley,
Jr,
A GOOD EXCUSE Governor Senator"
e
where the creation of a fruitful
Wilson carried the state bv
from a waste of desert, brought
a plurality of nearly, if not quite
:about by Mir, Jaffa and men of his
zu.ouo, winning in every county exSIBLEY WILL
REPRESENTATIVE
cept dhe-th'one being Essex, the
type, has made New Mexico famous
NOT. TESTIFY BEFORE
the world around. He has been a
stronghold of the Smith forces. ReCOMMITTEE,
turns from 511 of tne 1,799 districts
leader In state building and a power
'for progress
in the state gave Representative Wil25. Former
Sept.
Washington,
liam Hughes,: the Wilson candidate,
Never a "practical" politician, abC.
Sibley of 17,020 votes to
Joseph
taint'
Representative
from
the slightest
solutely free
11,751 for Smith.
be
of political malpractice or manipula- Pennsylvania probably will not
the senate committee
tion; he has nevertheless achieved a called before
expenditures,
office
for
campaign
investigating
In
prorecord
publla
high
to explain' letters 'he is alleged-- 4o!
bity? ability and efficiency which any
UP
man? might envy. He is the kind of have written to John D. Archbold STRIKE TIES
The
committee
.today
learned,
tht
the
4
will
reflect
.;
greatest
matf who
af sanitariif-m?5-1- '
cresfit upon his Btate in congress! and Sir. "Sibley is tli in;'
SPANISH ROADS
will probably reap
Mr. Archbold
who; by reason of his strong personweek
committee
inbefore
next
the
pear
character and
ality and clean-cu- t
Chairman Clapp has written Repre
dustry will serve his state loyally and
sentative A. Mitchell Palmer of RAILWAY SITUATION IN CATA-i- ,
efficiently in the national
"LONIA IS REPORTED TO
of
be
Pennsylvania asking him to furnish
will
Mexico
proud
body. New
any Information he has concerning
,,BE GRAVE
have such a man in congress.
There ajre many reasons why his statement that campaign contri
Perpighan, France, Sept.
Nathan Jaffa should be sent to con- butions had influenoed the removal
Dr. David Jayne Hill as ambassa road traffic Is completely suspended
gress. They are all of the practical of
In the Spanish province of Catalonia,
kind. He Is not an orator. It is dor to Germany.
and there has been considerable de
toe
extended
will
if
occupy
doubtful
rcnDoia is oore.
struction of property at various sta
f
Record.)
space in the Congressional
Ills work will be the quiet, convincing Southampton, Sept. 25. John D. tions by the strikers, who left work
utnfl of nrcomnllshment which made Achbold Is sick of being bothered In a' body at midnight.
here from
"him first a successful business man 'about political exposures, he declared
Dispatches received
and later one of the chief builders of in a brief interview here today before Barcelona state every station is no
sa"in& for tne United States on the in the hands of the military, as evhis state.
TTia nolltlcal principles
assure that , Majestic. He declined to add any- - ery employe has joined In the move
he will be the most useful man for ithing further, and three men were ment. Even the International trains
the place so far as the prosperity and placed on guard at the door of his from Prance are unable to proceed
beyond,, the Spanish frontier.
material Interests of the whole state cabin to keep off interviewers.
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Sept. 25. Snow and cold

northwest threatening to impair the
quality of wheat and delay threshing
had a bullish effect today on prices.
Offerings here were moderate, with
commission houses active on the buyat
The market opened
ing side1.
off.
Decemlast night's level to
ber started at 31 to
the same
change as the market taken altogether and rose to
The close
was steady with December
11
cents net lower at
Hard frosts In Nebraska,
South
Dakota and Kansas put strength into corn, especially the September option. December opened
to
cent
higher at 54 and climbed to 54.
The close was steady with December
a shade net higher at.
Oats showed firmness as a result
of the upturn In corn. December
to
started ya to ,
dearer at 32
32
,
and steadied around 32

91.
90.

n
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IF YOU ARE GOING TO BUY A

JURAT. UtsLoM
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Don't Fail to Take a Look at Our Line
For You Will Find Our Prices Right

53..

.

1

JZ7

m

1

i

0

20,-00- 0

Decreasing hog receipts made proact adversely to the bears.
Firat sales varied from unchanged
advance with January
figures to 2
at $18.25 for pork; $10. 62 for lard
and $9.82
for ribs. The closing
quotations for the day were:
I
Wheat, Sept. 88&; Dec. 90.
.Corn, Sept. 73; Dec.
Oats, Sept. 33 Vi; Dec. 42Vi.

What You Will Find in Our

visions

53.

Pork, Sept. $16.55.
Lard, Sept. $11.07.
Ribs, Sept '$10.70.-

,

E

--

'

.

I

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Sept. 25. Cattle, receipts 111,000, including 1,500 southerns. Market steady to weak. Nasouthtern
tive steers $0.50,10.9O;
steers $4. 25 6. 25; southern cows
and heifers $3. 50 5; native cows and

stackers and
feeders $4.257.25; bulls $3.755;
calves $59.l50; western steers $5.50
10; western cows $3.506.
Hogs, receipts 5,000. Market 5 to
10 cents higher. Bulk of sales $8.45
8.70; heavy $8.458.70;
packers
and "butchers
$8.508.75; lights
$8.508.75; lights $8.508.80; pigs
heifers $3.258.50;

Department

ar

Ladies and Hisses Coats from $5.00 to $125 00
One Piece Serge Dresses
Skirts in Fancy and Diagonal Weaves
Fancy Silk and Chiffons Waists
Ladies Plain Tailored Shirts
Petticoats in Taffetas, Messalins and Sateens
Bath Robes for Ladies and Men

!

rock-ribbe- d

Ready-to-We-

I

1-- 4

SPECIAL WHILE THEY LAST
OFF ON ALL HOUSE DRESSES

CELLERS DRY GOODS STORE
THE STORE THAT SELLS FOR LESS

$67.25.
Sheep, receipts 17,000. Market steady 'Muttons $35044.50; lambs $6
7.25; range wethers and yearlings their high prices in the last hour, th ICS
$45.50; range ewes $2.504.25.
hardening tendency of money and extensive profit taking finally told.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE Reading and Northern Pacific sold
New York, Sept. 25. After some under yestelrday's close and Union
hesitation stocks today "continued Paciflo receded from Its highest quotheir advance. Although the move- tation of the year. The last sales
ment was largely fa industrials and were as follows:
90
specialties, Coppers' were well to the Amalgamated- Copper. ,
,128
fore. Reading, Union- - Pacific and tht American Beet Sugar
109
Hill shares reflected fisher realizing Atchison
,...(.
141
sales. Steel," which made up' a large Great Northern
117
part of the 250,000 shares sold in the New York .Central ,.
129
first hour, yielded; a substantial frac- Northern Pacific
...172
r
tion of Its high prices of the year. Reading ..
.,...11314
Call money opened ,at five per cent, Southern Pacific
174
Bonds were steady. Large buying Union Pacific
77
orders were distributed m the Impor United States Steel'

tant stocks at midday and the whole
market moved upwards in a vigorous
fashion, Union Pacific crossing 175.
Activity slackened and the advance
was arrested In the late afternoon,
when call money rose to 5V per cent.
Tne market closed Irregular.
Although some of the standard
recorded
shares, Including

....
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CALIFOiKJIA
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COLONIST TICKETS will be on sale to all points in CaK
orniaalso the Northwest on September 25th. to October 10th,
' .
inc., 1912, good for stop overs at varios points.

really effective maney and bladder medicine must first stop the progress of the disease and then cure the
conditions that cause it. Use Foley
Kidney Pills for all kidney and blad
der troubles and urinary lregularitles.
They are safe and reliable. They
and permanently. Id
help quickly
the yellow package. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

FARE TO CALIFORNIA POINTS

$30.00

A

For further information apply at the ticket

office

or see me.

D. L. BATCIIEjjOR, Agent.

The Home of "Redfern" and "Palmer"
Suits and Coats for Women
Invites You to See Ihe Greatest Line of

Ready-to-We-

ar

Garments Ever Shown in OurCity. You are Welcome

--

esn-Tlr-

at

Years of experience combiaed with extra special attention given
to the buying for this department has made it efficient in all ways,
to meet the demands of our people. In choosing the above named
"Palmer and "Redfern" lines as our Leaders we have done it"
because we know they are better. Did you ever step into one of
these well made Garments? The lines are perfect, styles are snappy and fabrics are made to wear That's why we claim they are
far Superior to all other makes. This year has brought out some
very smart effects such as the Robespierre and Revolutionary
Styles in dresses The Three Quarter Length Coat The 34 inch
Jacket Snit Et'cV1 'They are all marked in plain, figures, we quote.
'
"
the prices just as they are ''
.

.

;

mi

$10,00 to $40.00

'

'U.iO

Remember we have a line of togs for little folks that always
please mothers' fancy and just suit fathers' pocket book.

g

'If
''''Ml 'if

V

If any "Redfern Suit or Coat--any "Palmer' Suit cr Coat
should prove unsatisfactory we will give you a new garment free
We can live up to this guarantee because they do not prove un-- a
tisfactory. We know.
If

25,-R- all-
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Hundreds of
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Goods and Business
Methods
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ISS TIMER 10

PERSONALS
Miss

Nohr of Watrous was
a visitor in Las Vegaa today.
S. P. Casador of Trinidad was in
Las Vegas today on business.
Dr. and Mrs. R. J, Thomson
of
Tucumrarl were visitors in Las
s

FOR FALL and WINTER
are arriving Daily,
,

e are proud to say, we
have the most
Hue of Ladies' and Misses'
Dresses, Coats, Skirts and
Tailored Suits.

OaiLY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

VEGAS

M. M.

BE MARRIED

NEW HIGHWAY 15
ADMIRABLY

I

I0NTM

BUILT

to sun

main In town until the gkni! is played. Among the reserved emtw will
be a block of 75 for the j national
commission; two each for eai iacim-be- r
of the opposing teams and not
over 50 tickets for each of the local
papers. The number to be allotted
to
was
correspondents1
not announced. The list will' be approved bythe Baseball Writers' association.
'

FULLY EQUIPPED

$1,050

221

AT YGUI!

.

COUNTY
ARE
COMMISSIONERS
PLEASED WITH CANON
DEL AGUA ROAD
Marvelously picturesque and exit emely useful Is the new Canon del
Agua road.jwhlch is nearing completion under the direction of Road
Overseer J. M. Martinez.
The road,
which leads from the mesa east of
the city through the canyon to the
southeast portion of the county and
to points in Guafialupe county, was
built at the expense of San Miguel
county, the cost being approximately $6,000. So economically did Mr.
Martinez do the work that members
of the board of county commissioners stated this morning they believed'
he had saved the county fully $9,000.
The road rivals the scenic highFor two. miles It
way for beauty.
runs through the canyon, at times
many feet above the base of the hill
The road
around which it winds.
f
has a grade of seven and
per cent In many places, high walls
of masonry support it. Some of the
places skirted by the highway were
so rough and so steep before work
was begun that County Engineer Morrison, who surveyed the road, could
not make his way along the route on
foot The road will open up a large
amount of territory to Las Vegas, as
it affords easy hauling. The old roads
leading off the mesa are so rough

all

Granharth

Eotf
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LAS VEGAS GIRL WILL BECOME
today.
BRIDE OF DELORE
J. P. Wells of Walsenburg came
HOUTTLE.
in this afternoon from Colorado on
train No. 1.
Miss Delia Tnoker, daughter of Mr.
Miss May Young, who is employed
t"i:l ts. John I.. Tooker, loft this afin Daily's store, wiil leave
Friday
on train No. 10 for Missoula,
night on a vacation' trip to Denver ternoon
Call and See Them
;
Mont., whore she will be united in
and Chicago.
Miss
Houttle.
Hallett Raynolds, cashier of the marriage to Delore
See us for anything else that's
First National bank, left this after- Tooker will stop off a few days in
noon for the Raynolds ranch south Denver en rOttte to Montana, and will
NEW and
arrive in Missoula Friday evening.
of Albuquerque.
w..We,JJave It. the past wear, left this afternoon for The wedding will occur immediately
arrival there. The
who have been in Las Vegas during following her
manrSr.
tbe past year, left this afternoon fir young couple will leave Saturday for
Dixon, Mont., where they will reside.
their home In Pawnee, Okla. .
Miss Tooker is well known here,
J. B. Colby, traffic inspector of the
She received
many friends.
having
Western Union Telgraph company,
Tjie Popular Price Store
with headquarters In Denver, was in her early education in the public
Aents for the NEW IDEA 10c
schools at the Tookors' former home
Las Vegas today on business".
PATTERN
Mr. and Mrs. William Jones, for in Michigan and In the schools of
Las Vegas. She later spent several
merly of Las Vegas, are here from
PHONE MAIN 104
and in Ashland,
their home in Gallup, visiting Mrs. years In Chicago
Wis.,
cartooning,
studying
becoming
Jones' mother, Mrs. Herber.
a true artist in this line.
Dr. G. J3. Lukens, of Albuquerque,
Mr. Houttle resided
in Ashland
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION.
was registered at the Castaneda hoGrand Rapids, Mich., Sept. 25.
tel today. Dr., Lukens is head of the previous to locating in Montana about
a year ago, and it was here that the
Cheered by predictions of success at Children's home in the Duke City.
in November, Michigan
the polls
Trinidad Romero, of Pecos, who has courtship of the young couple ocdemocrats are assembling here in been in Las' Vegas several days vis- curred. Mr. Houttle is employed in
business in Dixcn,
large i numbers for the state conven- iting B. Romero on the West side, the electrical
tion which will b called to order to- returned to his home this afternoon Mont., and owns a fine ranch two
morrow.
this miles from that place
Mrs. Marion Lynch arrived
Practically complete delefrom
every afternoon from her home in Ocean
gations will be present
visit
county, ,.3!he business of the conven- Park, Calif., for an extended
tion Will be to complete the state tic- with her daughter, Mrs. Charles A GROSS KELLY BUILDING
ket, adopt a platform and Plan tbe Spiees.
state campaign." The convention will Mrs. John Majors and child, of Ra
IS TO BE FIREPROOF
be addressed by Woodbridge N. Fer- ton, who have been in Las Vegas
ris, democratic" candidate for gover- visiting at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
lead"and
other
party
Hallett Raynolds, left this afternoon PLANS FOR NEW WAREHOUSE
nor,
prominent
for the Gate City.
WILL BE DECIDED UPON IN
E. E. Johnson, the land man, left
NEAR FUTURE
No. 10 for
MISSOURI VALLEY M. D'S. MEET.' this afternoon on train
Plans for the concrete warehouse
CouneHrBluffs, la., Sept. 25. The Springer. After a; short stop there
Missouri Valley Medical association Mr. Johnson will leave for Kansas to replace the wooden structures of
Gross, , Kelly and Company, wholewhich embraces Iowa, Missouri, Kan-- : and Oklahoma points.
Mrs. Dudley Dean, formerly of Las salers, are
being drawn up in the ofsas, Nebraska and South Dakota,
annual conven- Vegas, passed through here last fice of E. W. Hart, architect, and
met tn twenty-Fift9 en route from
will be submitted to tbe stockholders
tion In Council Bluffs today for a night on train No.
Dr. J. M. Bell of her home in the east to Albuquerque, of the company at a meeting to be
twto days' session.
the gathering where she will visit her brother, held in the near future. Sketches
St. Joseph'
for both a one story and two story
to orcler'flnd. delivered his presiden- Judge Herbert Raynolds.
L. Daniels of Adair county, Iowa, building will be
Other noted: physicpresented for the
tial addresses.
ians!;!, who will address the meeting is in L&a vesas on a came uuyuig approval of the firm.
in
The proposed structure has been
are Br. l& Byford of Chicago and Or. expedition. Mr. Daniels stopped
to
Las.
en
pur
route
Vegas,
Denver
concrete condesigned for
W 07 Bridges of Omaha.
chasing a carload of cattle, which he struction and will be entirely fire
lias shipped to his ranch east of here. proof
The plans for a' two story
TO$ OKLAHOMA LAND SALE.
building call for a structure 200 feet
CoSlgate.) Oljla;, Sept., 25 Reprelong and 40 feet wide. The plans
sentatives , of commercial bodies In
for a one story structure call for a
buMIGHT
ROTTEN
Oklahoma and of the industrial
building 320 feet long and 40 feet
met
railroads
various
reau! of the
wide. There will (be a basement unlor
here1 today to agree upon a plan
HAVE CAUSED ACCIDENT der the entire building.
l
segregat-,of
the
sale
advertising the
The two story' building will give
onal and asphalt and the unallot
Gross,
Kelly and Company a storage
The
Oklahoma.
in
ted Indian lands
DISCOVER
NORMAL VESTIBULE
of
24,000 square feet, while in
space
sale of the 817,000 acres of unallot
ED TO BE IN DANGEROUS
one story structure there will be
the
earVv
is'
to
begin
scheduled
ted land
CONDITION
a floor space of 25,600 square feet.
in November. The tracts embrace
The plans call for two elevators and
farm
of
good
acres
more Ithaij 50,000
Workmen, ,who tunneled through chutes to the basement.
the basement wall of the New Mexi
liig and gjazing lands.
There will be a platform space the
co Normal University building this full
length of both, sides of the buildMEETS.
HOSP1TA . 'ASSOCIATION
morning to find the' cause for the ing. That on the railroad front will
anThe
25.
Detroit Mich.. Sept.
settling of the steps leading to the be 16 feet wide. The platform on the
ntX meelne of tbe American Hospit front entrance of the structure
other side will be 12 feet wide. Over
xo- al associiJUon began in this city
made the discovery that the wooden these
platforms will be
over tomorrow
day. nd fill continue
joiste supporting the title floor of ing canopies.
auu
and
ridsy. Physicians
vestibulel had almost completely
The roof on the proposed one story
.... .Tinonitalo throueh- - the
. x l
rotted out, and that the floor was in ware house will be fireproof,' being
umuj
1encipnui,oiare
Canada
fnited
and
States
th
danger of collapsing at any time. constructed of red tile. .The roof on
in attkiance. Training of nurses, It is extremely fortunate that, this
the two story building will he of conmanagement, condition
as the colefficiency in hospital
(.was disclosed,
All of the doors of the warecrete.
and means of
and w
lapse of this tile floor undoubtedly house will be steel, of a design apamong
are
with ranized charities
would have resulted in the serious
proved by fire underwriters. The
the sublets to bo discussed.
injury of persons entering or leaving floors of the warehouse, will be rethe; building.
inforced concrete. In fact every part
TAFT Af ALTOONA CELEBRATION - The space under this vestibule and ot the building will be fireproof.
Pres25.-Pa.. Kefjt.
the steps leading up to the front en
The building will be of attractive
rn.ft
tho kuest of honor and trance is air tight, and the timoer
(adopted to reinforced icondesign,
had dry rotted. The slightest Jar, Btructlon, and will be a great improve
principa speake a notable program
out here toof exenses was ;carried
such as a person stepping on the
on tha present, wooden structure
the fiftieth, an- floor would might caused a cave ment
of
elebratioh
in
day
of
the
company. Work on the build
niversary of the Conference of, loyal in, resulting in broken limbs or a fa- ing will be commenced as soon as
in
'
goverW that rnet in Altoona un- tality.
possible, after it has been decided
to the
18C2 an, pledged support
Steel and concrete construction, whether to adopt the plans for the
Taft such as should have been used at
ion .Infuldition! to President
one story or the two story building.
fimo of the erection of the build
the"'parieipants:n'.the exercises included Cjtvernor ttinet and a numlier ing, will be put in immediately, to
.WILSON JN NEW ENGLAND.
'
unaerconsr.ru o
of oiher'nien fet prominence.:
With.,a
replace a,H wooden
Conn,,
Up-to-da- te

prices

25, 1912'
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Mo.,-calle-

one-hal-

and steep that farmers preferred tak- mg their produce to Santa Rosa and
other places to coming to Las Vegas.
Mr. Martinez and his workmen
were engaged In the construction of
the road nearly four months. People living in the locality furnished
the labor and got the benefit, of the
are
pay troll Tbje, (commissioners
more than pleased with the efficient
work done by the road overseer. The
autolsts and other pleasure drivers
are sure to be delighted with the
highway and the farmers who live
southeast of the city will find it a
great convenience.
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NEW YORK CONCEDED
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
,
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

TO BE THE WINNER

;

.

COMMISBASEBALL
NATIONAL
SION ARRANGES FOR THE
WORLD'S SERIES

TIMES

statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising,, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.

New York, Sept. 25. The opening
game of the world's series will be
held in this city on Tuesday, October
commission decided
8, the national
today. The games will alternate between her.e and Boston, one game In
each city, until the series Is con-

.

The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
... is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
(Yott are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods,
s, cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
f lr Aay have in them, he has not enough faith in them to
spend
...
money in telling others of their goodness.
be-,- .-

cluded.

The Boston club, It was decided,
will control the sale of tickets in
that city. This Is a victory for President Ban Johnson of the American

.

It

league.
The umpires selected were: National league, .. Klem and Rigler;
American league, O'Loughlln and Ev-

--

r

ESCAPES

The appearance of a man clad only
In his underclothes and with a blanket around his shoulders In the
Plaza in the West side created much
excitement last night. The man was
taken Into custody by City Marshal
Manuel Martinez and gave his name
as Walter Williams. He slated that
he had escaped from (the New Mexico
Hospital for the Insane on the Boul
evard. He told Martinez that he had
eraded the nurses at the hospital and
had walked to the city.
Williams explained to the marshal
carefully that he was not "loco" but
had been sent; to the hospital by a
business competitor, from Portales.
He claimed to have been in the fruit
business in' that place and that one
of his rivals swore before the court
that he was mentally unbalanced.
When arrested by Martinez be had In
Itis possession a check for $12,48 from
a Michigan fruit commission house.
The marshal telephoned to. the hos
pital and attendants came fro the es
caped patient They verified Wil
liams' statement regarding hia name,
residence and occupation, but Wil
liams'' own actions made
it hardly
possible1 for the marshal to believe
that the man was not slightly "off."

ans,
The toss of a coin decided which
city was to get the opening game. A.
second toss, with similar result, fixed
the opening date. The Boston club.
preferred Monday, October 7. In New
York the sale of tickets will be handled by the National commission. Boston has worked out a plan ;,whereby
tickets will be delivered, so far as is
practicable, to persons who have already made application. Tifckets good
for three games each will be Issued.
In New York, with a view to defeating the speculators, the only
seats neserved will be a block of
In the upper grand stand. Seats
In the lower grand stand and bleachers will be sold at the polo grounds
'and each person purchasing a ticket
must pass directly Into the grounda
,Sept,25.
Hartford,,
The National Baseball commission
speech delivered before a large mass
meeting of democrats here this after- and representatives of the Boston
Wilson, American. ;and New York National
noon,', J Governor Woodrow
candidate for president, inaugurated league clubs met 4ere today to fix
his second campaign tour of the dates for the world's series, to Bettle
southern tier of New England states. a disputed question as to how and
The tour will last until the end of by whom the sale of tickets to the
the week. The governor's schedule games should be conducted, to fix
calls for speeches In New Haven, the prices for seats and to announce
Springfield, New Bedford, Boston and the eligible players.
Bridgeport.
Although New York Is still in need
of two games to wiai the National
league pennant, the commission will
DRAPER STATUE UNVEILED.
Milford, Mass., Sept. 25 The trib- proceed on the supposition that the
The schedule,
ute of his home town to the memory pennant is assured.
of the late .General William F. Draper however, will be announced with a
was paid today, when an imposing provision in deference to the Chicago
equestrian statue of the soldier and ans still being in the race. Indica
Statesman was unveiled with interest- tions were that the sale of tickets
The memorial, which would be left in the hands of the two
ing exercises.
was designed by Daniel C. French, clubs, under close supervision by the
the' New York sculptor, was a girt to commission.
In the event of rain, it was decidthe town of Milford from General
ed that the visiting teams should reDraper'g widow.
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CAPITAL PAID IN
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$50,000.00

$100,000.00
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J.

Cunningham,
Frank Springer,
.
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1

President

J"')?

.
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V0-

-

HosWm. Cashier.
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t

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
V.

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Ilaydon
n, W. Kelly
D. T, Hoskins

Interest Paid

President
Vice

President
Treasurer

on Deposia
It- -
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.000.30
5, 6, and 29 only)
CAFE
Lorenzo Delgado, recording death that there are hereby levied for the
NT
TOE LOBBY BEST
vtariouB county purposes
specified, For cattle indemnity fund (on
and birth certificates, $30.15
valuation as required by law)
SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR
Lorenzo Delgado, salary as cleric the following taxes upon each dollar
HANDLED
mills ....003.50
three and one-haof taxable property in the county of
to board, $250.
THE BEST GOODS OBTAI NABLE ALWAYS
San
tax
For
office
saniMiguel,
for
A.
sa'.p.ry,
special
Sanchez,
Manuel
sheep
The state auditor having certified
tary board, in pursuance of
expense, $507.
- Manuel A. Sanchez, office, expense to this board that he has levied a certificate from the state auf
mills on
tax of eleven and
ditor eight mills on the doldept. etc., $257.50.
taxable
all
property
the
dollar
lar of the assessed value of
(saupon
Adelaido Tafoya, probata judge
within the state for the purpose of
all sheep
...008.00
$150.
- .
lary,
r r r t: i ajr-1,
k
DOHAUU
UUW
CHAPMAN LOOSE NO t, A. F.
Fidel Ortiz, salary county commis- raising revenue to pay appropriations For special tax for a fund for
Meeta
PYTHIaS
OF
and
KNIGHTS
state
for
made
purposes
A. Mby law,
fSm FLINT,
the eradication and extirpa$200.
Rguir comPrep sioner,
every Monday ev
munication
am and
tion of contagious and infecAntonio A. Gallesos, malty, county for state, charitable and penal insti
Cor" Grand and Douglas Ave.
,i'sJof
oin in Castle HsD
tax
a
levied
tutions, and having
,
tious diseases among cattle,
commissioner, $200.
J third Thursday Inbrothast Las Vegas, N. M.
VlBitinK Knights nt
dollar
on
f
mills
the
one
,
and
com
month. Visiting
John H. York, sa.ary county
horses, mules and asses ....003.50
Invite
the
cordially'
within
upon all taxable property
ers cordially Invited
mlssioner, $200.
For special tax for school purRATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER.
A IjsCiiaM.
K.
Llebec
reve
of
state
for
the
purpose
raising
auto
II. W. Goelitz,
. k. mu
hire, $5.
N. O, Herman, vf. VL;
poses in each and ' every
TISEMENT3
' y A tiler. Cha n e e 11 0
Pablo Ortiz, special jail guard, $12. nue for the various sinking funds and
school district in San Miguel '
'
Secretary.
state
on
the
of
interest
the
II t timnun,ar' Hjt
payment
$12.
Amado Ortiz, special Jail guard,
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
county except school districts
Five cenu per line each Insertion.
Martin. Keeper M
Roman Gallegos, facs as sheiiff. debt It is therefore ordered by tlr
Nos. 1, 4, 2, 43 and 49, fifteen
Estimate six ordinary words to a line. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
and Beat
extended
Rcords
M BIEHL, Propietor
taxes
be
board
such
that
$7.65.
mills on each dollar of taxNo ad to occupy less space than two
nKNIGHT8 TEMPLAR Reg
on the tax rolls of San Miguel county
as
sheriff,
fees
Roman
Gallegos,
416 Grand Ave
able property in each of said
TTa-dalines. All
ular conclave sees
advertls ments charged
In the same manner as other taxes.
$53.50.
Meets, second ad
school districts
015.00 will be booked
Ma- - B. P. O. ELKS
at
momth
In
each
at
Phone Main 447
board
Ordered
space
is
the
set
It
Further
by
actually
Roman Gallegos, office
expenses;
evening of eae
fourth
Tuesday
u.
tax
For
m.
for
school
7:80
without
special
l.
p.
that there be and hereby is levied a
regard to number of words. sonlo Temple t
on Ninth street
$708.20.
Home
Station
deputy,
Elks
salary
month
R
In school
, Battery Charging
district
Cash In advance preferred.
f
f
of
mills on the
Boucher, 8. C; Cha. Tarame,
Is ordered that tho boar.i do now tax oof
It
avenue. Visiting brothand
Douglas
No.
in
2,.
San
Hire
for
Miguel county,
Automobiles
corder.
dollar upon all taxable property in
adjourn until Saturday, Tuly 20, 191
ers are cordially invited. P. D.
twelve mills on each dollar of
said county, for the maintainance of
at 10 o'clock.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
taxable
said
in
dis
property
the proceeds
the public
schools,
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. , ROYAL
2.
Secretary.
.012.00
No.
to
over
trict
the
be
whereof
shall
paid
Attest:
ARCH MASONS Basilar convoca
state treasurer and: shall be added For special tax for school pur
tion ftrst Moaday In each
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
PETER P. MACKEL
r
n u
in school district No.
ATTORNEYS
to the current school fund, as providf
poses
meat at Haaoalo TemBO
MOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
Saturday, July 20, j!)12
11'.
m
I
49 in San Miguel county, ten
ed
law.
K.
M.
m.
by
at
T;I9 p.
ple,
The board pursuant to the call of
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
HUNKER
HUNKER
mills on each dollar of taxIt is Further Ordered by the board
WilMama, H. P.; T. O.
the chairman thereof, met In regular
and Glazing.
Chester A. Hnnt
H.
in said district
able
Hunker
Geo.
for
the
are
levied
property
there
that
hereby
Blood, Secretary.
session on this 20th day of July, A.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
No. 49
010.00
various county purposes,
specified,
Attorneys at Law.
OPTIC'S
West Side Plaz . . . . Old Town D., 1912, at 10 o'clock, in the fore- the
MAIN
NUMBER,
New Merl- f,
Las
taxes upon each dollar
43 in San Mi
VKa.
School
No.
following
district
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. L O. E.
noon of said day, at the court house
of taxable property in the county of guel county is hereby omitted, in
ftrat aad third Fridays In
of said county of San Miguel, at Las
San Miguel,
which said levy of Fifteen mills is
Kasoaie
ICCAL TTHJE- CARD
consider
New
Temple.
for
the
Hi. T. B. Boweo,
Mexico,
Vegas,
Mills not required on account of sufficient
O. Katledge
Wortiy
Jaaea
Metro;
ation of certain matters requiring at
Girl
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
for general house
For general county current exfunds being on hand for the year wanted
Worthy Petroa; Mrs. George Trips,
tention at this time.
EAST SOUND
work. Apply 1118 Eighth street
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle aio
mills ..........005.00 1912.
five
penses,
Secretary. Phone Mala sit, 120 Arrive
Present: Fidel Ortiz, chairman;
'
'
002.00
two
mills
court
For
is
further
board
fund,
It
ordered
the
iGeLerai Repairujs;
Graad avena.
by
John H. York, county commissioner;
:16
p.
No.
2.
...
tti
:10
P
common
that the assessor of San Miguel coungeneral school purS20-6t- h
E. Las Vegas Antonio A. Gallegos, county commis- For
Street
SssfQ
11:10 s.
4.
No.
.11:06 p tn..
.....003.00 ty extend the said several rates of
poses, three mills
of
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO. No.
Lorenzo
the
clerk
Delgado,
sioner;
m
1:25 a.
a.
1:15
007.00
seven
For
mills
taxes upon the tax rolls for the year FOR SALE Household
furniture and
board; Florentino Montoya, interpret For interest, road
every Monday night at No. 10.... 1:45 p. m.
.
majaeeu
001.00 1912, and that upon the
one
mill.
fund,
of
general
O. R.
v Automobile,' Carriage &
delivery
house for rent, 902 Third street.
on Bougtea avenue, at
er,
Ball,
For bridge building fund, five
the Baid tax roll to the collector, the
o'eloek.
The record of the proceedings of
Visiting Btemfeen are
WEST BOUND
005.50 clerk of this board
f
mills
co- FOR SALE 500 tons
and
said
charge
cordially
weleoae. B. C ohrinr- No.
first
1912,
8,
class
approved
read,
alfal
Monday, July
. m
...1:20
p. m.......l:4
1...
For court house and Jail repair
N. 0. HERMAN
llector with the aggregate amount of
fa with free pens to feed sheep, prealtent; X T. Bualer, aecretarr:
and signed.
av
a. m
6:15
p.
No.
...6:10
000.50 said several taxes, as
f
3...
mill
fund,
C.
provided by
Bally, treasurer.
spring water, 1 miles railroad sta
Grand Ave
Repairs San Jose Bridge.
429
r
4:60
m
p.
No.
...4:40
7...
p.
For wild animal bounty fund,
law.
tion; beet tops and pulp available.
It having come to the notice of the one half mill
7:00 p. sa
No. ..'. ...6:35 p. m
000.50
Tax levy for A. D. 1912.
B.
Edwin
Colo.
Haver,
Pueblo,
board that the approaches to the
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
County purposes:
Meet In the forest of brother
county bridge at San Jose are in bad
024.50 General county
Total
005.00 FOR
THE CHILDREN
SALE New bran
P
TVom
condition and upon application of res
at Woodmen of the Wor
love,
002.00
been
Court
taxes
ALSO
FOR GROWN PERSONS
The
following
having
bley. Roller mills, 1215 Mora Ave.
idents in the said locality and within
hall on the second and fourth Ti
NEWLY REMODELED
003.00
to law, by the city General school
levied,
pursuant
SAFE - RELIABLE,
QUICK
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cli
Private Baths and Lavatories1, the said, county of San Miguel.
007.00 FOR SALE One house
NO NARCOTICS
,
NO OPIATES
Interest
and lot; one
G.
It is ordered by the board that Do council of the City of Las Vegas, up- Roads
Conaul;
Laemmle, Clerk.
Vlr
001.00
...
nouse ana two lots. A snap for
Steaui Heat Private Telephones mingo Ortiz, be, and he hereby is em on each dollar of taxable property
ing neighbors are especially
005.50
within the limits of said city, as ap- Bridges
flUitLI
rULCi
d
cash.
Must sell this month
Rates $2.50 per day and up
See
on
to
the
ployed
and cordially Invited.
repair
approaches
Court house and Jail repairs. .000.50
Cutler Brothers.
AMERICAN PLAN
both sides of the said county bridge pears by the certificate of the clerk
oeupooio
Wild
..000.50
anlmal
on
of
file
office
of
in
the
the
said
bounty
city,
Special Kates by Week or Mouth at San Jose, San Miguel county, Newj
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A COMMON COLD neglected may go
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of this board. It is ordered that
clerk
FOR
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160
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Mexico, and that he fence up and
I. O. of B. B. Meets
BRONCHITIS, o
024.50
every first quickly into CROUP,
same be extended on the tax list Total for county purposes
30 miles east of Las
close the sides of said approaches, the
Vegas, new huse,
PNEUMONIA which often means a sudmonth
of
the
Tuesday
in
the
tax- State purposes
013.50
vestry den
COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS
PRO- - so that the same may be mado safe in the same manner that other
Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
barn, fenced. Easy terms. Dr. Eck-ert- ,
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 ANDfatality.
es are extended,
TAR COMPOUND always in the)
CEEDING3
for travel, such repairs to be passed
Century Building, St Louis, Mo.
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For
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013.50
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Total
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015.00
The board of education of the city School District No. 19
day, at the court house of said counIco, for the payment of the same,
015.00
20
No.
School
in
District
acc6rdance
of
RETAIL
in
Las
New
having
Las
for
Vegas,
Vegas,
Mexico,
ty
1
015.00
Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron the purpose of making a tax levy for with law levied the following taxes School District No. 21
in a few
or more, tacn usuvery
015.00 WE TEACH you a trade
22
withIM.
kvbw
29e
ids.
No.
School
1M
District
of
all
on
dollar
each
property
1912.
the
said
for
per
1911,
$6,000.
account
the
county,
Bridge,
year
Co.,
months' time; no expense but your
015.00
250 par if a fe
1,ttt lbs. to ZJbz$ Um Each Delivery
It ia ordered that the Board do now Present: Fidel Ortiz, chairman; in the district which Is taxable for School District No. 23
work.
automobiles,
Electricity,
lba
te
Eaot
1.0M
015.00
24
have
No.
School
se
District
levies
which
lb,
Delivery
tti
school
10
H.
per 1M Ik
John
at
purposes,
York, county commissioner;
adjourn until Monday morning
plumbing, bricklaying. . 100 satis
as per 1st lb
50 lb, te tet Ibe, Eaeh DeMvery
015.00
Antonio A. Gallegos, county commis- been approved by the city council of School District No. 25
o'clock.
fied workmen today; 40 Jobs going.
Leas Than 6S lbs. Each Delivery
015.00
ft per 1M lb
FIDEL ORTIZ,
sioner; Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the the city of Las Vegas. It Is further School District No. 26
free.
Trade
United
Catalogue
015.00
27
No.
on
District
School
be
placed
Chairman.
board, and Florentino Montoya, in- ordered that the same
Attest:
School Contracting Co., Los An015.00
AGUA
UR
M
Y
the tax rolla to be collected by the School District No. 28
terpreter.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk,
geles.
29
015.00
No.
as
District
School
same
other
taxes,
The record of the proceedings of collector, tho
Monday, July 8, A. D. 1912.
015.00
School District No. 30
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Puriti
The board met at 10 o'clock a. m Saturday, July 20, 1912, read, approv
015.00 School District No. 76. ..... . .015.00
ana Lasting guaiines ot Which Have Made Las Vegas
Mills School District No. 31..
ed
and
signed.
to
adjournment.
jmrBuant
015.00.
015.00 School District No. 77
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
32
No.
school
District
School
for
current
For
1912.
expenses,
Tax
commit
Levy
Present the same county
015.001
010.00 School District No. 33........ 015.00 School District No. 79
purposes, ten mills
The state auditor havin? certifed
sioners. cierk and interpreter as of
015.00
015.00 School District No. 80
'
School District No. 34
to this board that he has levind a. tax For interest to pay bonded in
,
'
Saturday.
School District No. 81
...015.00
015.00
35
002.00
No.
District
mills
School
two
mills cu the
debtedness,
The record of the proceedings of of eleven and one-ha015.00
School District No. 83...
. .015.00
School District No. 36...
Saturday, July 6, 1912 read, approv dollar, upon all taxable property withSchool District No. 87........ 015.00
,..015.00
...012.00
No.
District
37...
School
Total
in the state for the purpof.n of iais-1ned and signed.
School District No. 88. .... ...015.00
The board of education of the Town School District No.- 38... ...015.00
revenue to pay appropriations
Accounts of county officers, ap.015.00
School District No. 89
...015.00
No.
District
accordance
in
40...
School
'
of Laa Vegas, having
made by law, fo state purposes
015.00
proved, etc.
No.
School
District
91........
.015.00
.
.
taxes School District, No. 41...
The board acting under the opln for state, charitable and penal insti with law, levied the following
..015.00
School District No. 92
...015.00
No.
within
42...
District
School
all
of
on
each
dollar
property
ions of the attorney general for New tutions! and having levied a tax ot
015.00
015.00 School District No. 93
mills on the dollar the district which is taxable for School District No. 44........
Mexico and the district attorney for one and one-ha015.00
School District No. 94...
015.00
45
No.
School
order
District
is
further
It
San Miguel county, on file in the of upon all taxable property within the school purposes.
95 ....... . 015.00
No.
District
School
015.00
46.
on the School District No.
fice of the clerk, the following ac state for the purpose of raising rev- - ed that the same be placed
.015.00 School District No. 96..... "...015.00
col School District No. 47..
counts against the said county for nue for the various sinking funds and tax rolls to be collected by the
015.00
Classified ads. search out the people to whom
School District No. 48...
taxes,
eaalries of county officers, office help the payment of interest on the state lector, the same as other
among a
(To be Continued Tomorow)
010.00
49
'
No.
District
School
of
those
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth mos
and deputies and Qther office expens- debt. It is therefore Ordered by the
015.00
Mills School District No. 60
es, etc., were examined and approved board that such taxes be extended on
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to lonv
51
No.
.015.00
District
School
school
for
for payment and the clerk 1b direct- the tax rolls of San Miguel county, For general expenses,
NOTICE.
who
one
reads the ads. in this newspaper and would nevt'
.015.00
.
54
No.
uio.uu School District
purposes, fifteen muis
ed to Issue warrants on the treasurer in the same manner as other taxes.
Notice ie hereby g ven that the of015.00
55
No.
of
School
District
five
on
hear
bonds,
For
your property unless it were advertised here.
interest
It is Further Ordered by the board
respectively therefor,
015.00 ficial paper of ue New Mexico Cat..005.00 School District No. 56
mills
and
a
is
levied
be
that
there
balance
as
.due
hereby
Trinidad Martinez,
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, wa;
015.00 tle Sanitary Board will on SeptemSchool District No. 62
f
f
of
mills on
tax of
assistant road overseer, $1450.
oe
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobile
Las
1912.
the
from
ber
015.00
1,
63
(and
changed
020.00
No.
School District
Total
Etigenio Romero, treasurer, salary, fhe dollar, upon aU taxable property
...
of Las Vegas, N.- M., to
64
015.00
nfr1
map.1linfr and fnrnit,if
Vegas
Optic
No.
District
board
School
the
ordered
Is
by
mr useiuiness ot ar
further
It
in said county, for the maintenance
j
etc., $750.
New
ot
Rosweil
the
015.00
News,
65
Rosweli,
No.
District
taxes upon speci- School
sort, and musical instruments.
M. F. Dea Marals, school superin- of the public schools, the proceeds that the following
015.00 Mexico. After the abovA date all no
fied classes of property or upon prop School District No. 68
be
over
whereof
to
the
shall
paid
$375.
etc.,
As the classified ads. are read by all
tendent, salary,
015.00 tices of ectrays will be published In
of the county, School District No. 69
possible bayirs. jf
Eugenlo Romero, treasurer, office state treasurer and shall be added to erty In, specific parts
News.
sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of t1
015.0
the
No.
School
possible
District
71........
levied,
are
school fund, as provided;'
current
the
hereby
$252.
etc.,
expense,
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board,
....015.00
best markets!
Mills School District No. 72
Lorenzo Delgado, county clerk office by law.
W.
015.00
J.
73
LINWOOD,
Secretary.
No.
District
School
3,
certificates
(Pels.
For
city
It is Further Ordered by the board
expense, $426,63.
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The Optic is a Salesman

'
.

Have you any article, large or small, of which you wish to dispose?
advertisement in the classified section will sell it for you.

An

are a merchant and wish to let the public know youfhave desirable
merchandise, a display advertisement in The Optic will fill your storewith
customers
If yoii

The Optic is a Detective
.

'

-

Have you lost something?
for you.

A

IULL.,,

-

.

'

notice in the classified column will find it

Have you found something of apparent value? The Optic's classified ads
will bring the owner to your door,

Though it is a first class class salesman and a first class detective, The
Optic does not charge the high, fees demanded by such professions.
Advertising rates are reasonable.
these statements are true.

Investigate and be convinced! that all
;

v

-

Optic MMSsWig Comp&aiy

.

..
'

'

I
I

tAs Vegas daily optic,
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FEAST OF TABERNACLES
TG BE CELEBRATED HERE
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STILL ON iSiGGER AND
TER THAN EVER.

cur u::z of

GIVE THANKS
OF THE
YEAR.

PEOPLE

w

CRISP CELERY

COLORADO

it

Large Bunches
3 For 25c

!Oc
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n
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ISi
PAT. CASHIER SYSTEM

INSURES

NATURAL

FLAVCS

&PUttlTYy

Let Us Ha.ve Yovir
Orders Early
"

STEARNS
EAT
PUR.E

1
'

THINGS TO

1

i
J
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PECTED TO ACT LATE
THIS AFTERNOON.
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A Redly Comfortable

);n.ijllJi

Brass beds, 2 inch posts,
10.09
the $18 kind, like above
$1.95 for $2.50 iron beds.
$3.85 for the $5.00 metal couches with

MM

'.vWhiteCat Brand

drop sides.
$2.75 for $3.50 cotton top mattresses.
$1.85 for wool, cot mattresses.
$4.85 for all cotton mattresses, famcy
tick, imperial edge, $6.50 value.
. ..60c
75c printed linoleum, sq. yd
70c
85c printed linoleum, sq. yd
$1.25 granite inlaid, sq. yd......... 95c
$1.45 inlaid linoleum, sq. yd. ....$1.25
$1.C0 inlaid linoleum, sq. yu. ..$1.35

Union Suit

iPattnied)

m r mi

The crotch is knitted,
smooth, elastic, no seam
and closed like a pair of
drawers. Perfect convenience and
comfort without a single objection

In'

MASON'S

BEST JARS.
Pints 80c, quarts 90c, half gallons
$1.20 a dozen.
Jelly glasses, with tops, 40c a dozen.
One-fift- h
off on all blankets, owing to
an, overstock of s:.me.

.

the ideal undergarment for men. Try
this suit and vou will never go back to
Biiir nr r(i stvls union SUlt
twrt
.

j

A

,

me ROSENTHAL
Opposite the V. M. C. A.

JAPAN IN THE GRASP

ST03U

OF A TERRIBLE

-

BUILDINGS ARE BLOWN
DOWN
AND MANY PEOPLE ARE
KILLED ,

.

n '5, ' i :

j. "Zyg

Vancouver, B. C, Sept. 25. A cable
from Tokio states that railroad and
water traffic has been completely
tied up since Monday as a result of

,

a terrific storm sweeping over the
Japanese empire. Damage to property
and shipping haa been great The
districts which suffered the greatest
Tokio,
property loss are Shikoku,
Osaka, and Achi.
Twenty persons are reported as hav
ing been killed in the city of Nagoya
and 20 buildings razed. The torpedo
boat destropers Fubuki and Tacibana
struck rocks on. the northern' coast
of Yokaicht and. are complete wrecks.
Two other navy boats were blown
ashore where they remain stranded.
The city of Vatsuta has been flood
ed and three thousand homes sub
merged. The districts of Gifu, Nagv
no, Saitama and Kanagaw were flood
ed, the waves carrying many houses
from their foundations.
It ia feared
the fatalitiesi in the surrounding dis
tricts are heavy.

The Best Msxttress on the
Market at any price.

Two marriage licenses, were issued
Yesterday afternoon at the court
house. The couples receiving "union
labels" were Eslinda Rodarte, aged
17, Las Vegas, and Ambrosio Tru-jillaged 21, Gascon, Mora county;
Toribio Martinez, aged 57 and Leonor
Ortiz, aged 53, both of Cherryvale.

DEMONSTRATED AGAIN

3

The Famous Egyptian Cotton

Pelt Mattress

'

Guaranteed for 20 years

Remember we carry a full line of COMFORTS,
BLANKETS,

E1C,

J. C. Johnson
623-62-

ISTC

(Ei

Son

CCUGLAS AVE.

5

.
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U Your Shirt
Is Laundered

SEE ! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH

i

Pi

by our pew ."pressing system'

AND

lo
vw!

REGULAR RETAIL VALUB,

$13.00

,u

iiiiiuuiauturer ana

effect.

uurBt?ivt?B,

' And, owing to the fact that
there is no friction used to
iron your garments, by this
method, there ..is positively
no, opportunity for unnecessary wear.

'

ud otttor valuaole preiuiuaiaAsk for descriptive circular.

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Gooflour that makes Baking a DetfgU
d"

MAM-MILL-

ALL GROCERS

Our "press ironers" make
your linens fit and look betterand wear better.

Trv a Sack You'll Like it.

ei
S
Si

.!
in

'

"V'1""

M

CO

Las Vegas Steam

'.

COME RUNNING

lo
8s
fit

TRY OUR WORK

FOR A FEW DAYS ONLY
'

Laundry
Phoae Main SI

fit

iio

.

e

4'iiHrn In a rnnnon tn everv nark of r.ARABEE'8 Floor. ftaflri na five
9oupona and V'j.ttHa cash, draft, postal or express money order, and we wiU
end yoa one of these beautiful sets by freight. Address coupons and re
Cuina Department of the Larabee Flour Mtlis Oompany,
pittance to The
iiuiK'hinson, Kaunas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
The oonpons in LARAHKE'S Flour are also good for Rogers' BUverwar

o'

'

it has the same attractive ap- pearance ithat it has when
new. Our process gives the
shirt the proper stiffness with,
out that harsh, board-lik-

I

We purchased several carloads of this beantifnl d inner war, and oar
enabled the manufacturer to give as an exclusive design
Jarg
moa apurchase
very low price. We sre charging part of the cost to "advertising
expense." and only ask you to pay a percentage of the actual cost of the
ei
nallty for lens than fU in any retail china store. It is guaranteed by both

1

'

detail, Union
Suits and Two Piece Garments in all
Weights and Color We are exclusive
agents for
Is now complete in every

...

"Succcrth," or the Feast of the TabThe Ladle' Baptist Aid society
in character a harvest fesernacles,
af
ill meet at the church Thursday
tival, will be celebrated tomorrow
ternoon at 2 o'clock.'!.
in Las Vegas by the members of
Services will
Montefiore
Your last chance to see Little and
8
in Temo'clock
held
be
at
at
tonight
the
vaudeville
stars,
Allen, the
'
ple Montefiore and in the morning
Browne tonight.
At 10 o'clock.
Rabbi Samuel Peiper
Finch'i Golden Wedding Rye, used will preach.
'
"Succoth," or the Feast of Taber
in the wood. Birect from distillery
nacles, falls on the fifteenth day of
to you. At the Lobby, of course
the seventh month, Tishri, which this
of the year occurs on Thursday, SeptemThe Ladies' Aid society
Christian church will meet tomorrow ber 26. The festival lasts eight days,
afternoon with Mrs. Walter Hayward, the final day being known as the
Feast of Conclusion. Only the first
90G Fourth street.
and last days are regarded as days of
Go to the, White Kitchen for gooa sacred character whereupon public
home cooking; best service and clean. assemblage and worship are held.
"Succoth" is in character a harvest
liness.
Special dinner Sunday. No
extra charge. Meals 25 centB.
festival., Scripturally it Is known as
the "Feast of Ingathering," and is or
and
There will be no meeting of the dained in Exodus XXIII-16,- Wilson and Marshall club at '.no XXXIV-22- .
Historically it is asso
court house Thursday night. The ciated with thje journey of the Iscourt room is not ready for occupan raelites through the wilderness, when
cy. Notice of meeting will be given they lived in tents, or temporary hab
itations. In Leviticus XXIII-4it is
later.
commanded that the Israelites shall
O. 15. Sikes, editor and manager of "dwell in booths seven,
days," in
the Maxwell Mail, Is indignant be- commemoration of the fact that Is
cause it was stated in this paper rael dwelt In booths when God
some time ago that James Gordon brought them up out of Egypt, hence
Smith did the editorial stunts on that the name, the Feast of Tabernacles,
sheet. Mr. Sikes says Mr. Smith or Booths,
After the destruction of the nation
left the Mail several weeks ago.
al existence of the Jews, the festi
Las 'Vegas lodge No. 403 B. P. O. val gradually assumed the character
Elks met last night in the lodge room of a modern harvest festival of a re
of the new, home in regular bimonth- ligious nature, in which stress Is laid
On this occasion J. D. upon the Providence of God as evi
ly session.
Hand was Initiated into the mysteries denced in the richness and bounty of
of the order. ' Though little business 'nature. Here again the high ideal of
of importance was transacted the Judaism is taught in the Conception
of God as the Supreme Lord of all,
meeting was a well attended and en-- s
and In contrast to the idolatry,
thusiastlc one.
whether ancient or modern, that de
fies the forces of nature or r.atire itFor the entertainment of themself. The fruitfulness of the toil, the
the Royal
selves, their ., families,
teeming bounty of the earth, the
invited
and
the
Neighbors
guests
Jew is reminded, are the t;ifts of the
Modern Woodmen ot America have
great Giver and Autbov of all life
Frito
a
social
basket
give
arranged
Henqe
gratitude is due- to him au.i:e.
day evening in their hall on Sixth
in the midst of his many bless
street. The entertainment commit Man,
tee of, the camp has provided an In ings, is to rejoice before, and to give
to Him, the supreme an! allAll Modern praise
program.
teresting
Creator.
governing
Woodmen are urged to be present.
The synagogues are decorated
with fruits and flowjers and products
A bowling
contest between the of the
field, and the whole service
crack Kelly team and the recently of the festival is' redolent
with the
organized Hoke aggregation will be joyous,
of the digrateful
recognition
staged tonight on the alleys of the vine goodness and blessing.
Elks!- club house.
The two teams are
well, matched and both are confident
of victory. Kelly's quintette is unde- CONTRACTS
FOR THE
feated to date, but Erie Hoke and
his "gang" hope to put a blotch on
BRIDGES TO BE LET
their record tonight. The contest will
start, at 8 o'clock. Elks and their
huliesare cordially invited to witness
COUNTY
EX- COMMISSIONERS
the tournament.

;

Fall anil Winter Underwear

BET

FOR PROSPERITY

vaudeville and

Compile change
pictures at the Browne tonight

'mammmmmmmmmmm.umm

nil

25, 1912

The Big September
SACRIFICE SALE
IS

JEWISH

Per Pound

septmeR

See Van Patten lor Insurance.
o

15 c

v.EDNesoAY,

617 Douglai

Are

Because County Commissioner Antonio A. Gallegos failed to arrive
this morning
the meeting
of the
board of commissioners to open bids
for the construction of the three new
bridges to be erected in San Miguel
county was postponed until late this
Try a dram of Old Taylor bouroon
afternoon.
It was believed Mr. Gal- at the Opera Bar.
legos would reach Las Vegas some
time after-thnoon hour from his
home in Villanueva.
Sty bids have been placed, in tbe
hands of Deputy County clerk William B, Stapp. The companies offering estimates are as follows: Minneapolis Tool company, Missouri Valley
Bridge and Iron company, El Paso
'Bridge and Iron company,
Pueblo
Colorado
Bridge company,
Bridge
company and the Levy Bridge company. County Engineer George E.
Vacuum
Process for the
Morrison will assist the commissionof
mechanicTreatment
Coffee,
ers in determining which bid is the
most advantageous
to the county.
ally purifying and cleansing the
The three new bridges are to be locoffe bean, rendering powerless
cated at Azul, Pecos and Villanueva.
the properties considering baneThe locations were picked out sornfe
ful to persons of extreme nertime as;o and plans were drawn by
vous temperament, producing
the county engineer.
New vaudeville act at the, Browne
sleeplessness, nervous chills and
'tonight.
tremblings, headaches, irritab-ilitindigestion, etc.
WANTED Clean cotton rag.. Optio
Vacuum Treated Coffee has
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25 lbs. Fancy German Prunes

S1.00

25 lbs. Native Plums

$1.00

j

ten

I

FLOWERS ARE FROZEN
'

(

TIlGlMFlIlMfillJTOI

IIO'IESTEAD" IlCUS

increase daily by SUCH acknowledgment of
its superiority and selling qualities.
Order "Old Homestead" from your grocer or merchant

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
Its Exclusive Distributers for Las Vegas and
Albuquerque

Jefferson Raynolds Presidont
..
xt.i. .. n
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Rnvnnlrlft Vice PrniiiHnnt
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

f

You will need some of our fine Cut Roses for

Cahtal,

your tabic and for gifts for your friends.
'
v -- '.;. $1.25 'PER OBEEt-- ,
5(77

Sixth Stmt

I I

jltki t If mill

'

C1KII1

SEEDSMEN

&

FLORIST- S-

V't"

,;

Surplus, and Undivided Psoitis

Intore&t Paid on Tlmo Deaosttm

-

-

$100,000

$.15

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Goo;I
Ibrlirg.

Tiie Coffee Man
m

,

POur sales

Price in lib. Cans

;

1

exj

NOW THAT THE OUTDOOR

OF "CLD

Trade demands (his flour to such extent that local competitors unable to sell their own brands resort to devious
methods of obtaining supply of "Old Ilomestead."

been proven by rigid tests. You
can drink it without the return
of the usual 111 effects.
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DISCOVERY
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